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Media Cold Warriors of Operation Pedro Pan: Examining the impact of 

U.S. Cold War rhetoric on contemporary U.S. foreign policy towards 

Cuba 
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Supervisor:  Jossianna Arroyo-Martínez 

       

 

 

“Media Cold Warriors of Operation Pedro Pan” is a case study in which I examine the 

impact of 1960s Cold War rhetoric on contemporary U.S.-Cuba policy. In my report, I 

contextualize the 1960s covert U.S. endeavor Operation Pedro Pan and draw parallels 

between the media portrayals of Pedro Pan children from the 60s and the discourse 

utilized by adult Pedro Panes today to market their immigration experience to 

contemporary voters and younger generations of Cuban Americans. Operation Pedro Pan 

was intended to undermine the Castro Government and accomplish democracy in 1960s 

Cuba. I argue, however, that because of the contemporary publicity surrounding Pedro 
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Panes and their use of the same Cold War rhetoric to characterize their immigration 

experiences, the children of Operation Pedro Pan will ultimately prevent the same 

achievement of democracy in Cuba that the covert endeavor purported to accomplish in 

the 1960s. 
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Introduction 

Since January 1961, the governments of Cuba and the United States have not 

shared formal diplomatic relations. One of the primary U.S. motivations for refusing to 

have normal diplomatic relations with Cuba is the same today as it was fifty years ago, 

when U.S. President Dwight D. Eisenhower suspended diplomatic ties with Cuba in 

response to the Cuban Government’s decision to progressively nationalize U.S. 

companies in the island, expropriate U.S. properties in Cuba, and engage in trade with the 

Soviet Union.1 The utmost authority over the Cuban Government from his position as 

Prime Minister of Cuba in 1959 until his resignation in February 2008, Fidel Castro 

remains the focal point of U.S. political hostility as the creator of a communist state in 

Cuba. Even after his resignation and the handing of power to his brother, Raúl Castro, 

Fidel Castro continues to have a palpable influence in the island. Fidel himself indicated 

that he would not withdraw from Cuban politics upon his resignation. “I am not saying 

goodbye to you,” he wrote to the Cuban people, “I only wish to fight as a soldier of 

ideas.”2 

Describing the conditions needed for the United States to resume diplomatic 

relations with Cuba, Marifeli Pérez-Stable points to the Castro brothers and to the 

undemocratic legacy of Cuban politics. “Under either Castro brother, Cuba is a 

dictatorship,” she writes, “neither Castro brooks political opposition nor has anything but 

disdain for civil liberties.”3 Accordingly, Pérez-Stable writes, “the question ‘What is the 

                                                
1 Louis A. Pérez, Jr., Cuba and the United States: Ties of Singular Intimacy (Athens: University of Georgia 
Press, 2003), 238-243. 
2 James C. McKinley, Jr., “Fidel Castro Resigns as Cuba’s President,” New York Times, February 20, 2008, 
http://www.nytimes.com/2008/02/20/world/americas/20castro.html. 
3 Marifeli Pérez-Stable, “Cuba in Transition: The Role of External Actors,” in The Obama Administration 
and the Americas: Agenda for Change, ed. Abraham F. Lowenthal, Theodore J. Piccone, and Laurence 
Whitehead (Washington, D.C.: Brookings Institution Press, 2009), 124.  
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current state of governance and the rule of law in Cuba?’ lies at the core of current U.S. 

policy toward Cuba…without a democratic rule of law, there can be no progress toward 

an understanding with Havana.”4 President Barack Obama affirmed the impact that a 

Cuban shift to democracy would have on the quality of U.S.-Cuban relations when he 

commented in a March 2011 speech that the Cuban Government “must take some 

meaningful actions to respect the basic rights of their own people.”5 

While U.S. progress towards an understanding with Havana may require (from 

the U.S. perspective) significant changes in both the leadership of the Cuban Government 

and the Cuban economic model – namely, the end of the Castro brothers, the emergence 

of democratic rule and civil liberties in society, and reform of the Cuban state’s economic 

model – formal changes in U.S. policy will require the political support and votes of an 

influential community within the American voting populace: the Cuban American men 

and women of Operation Pedro Pan.  

OPERATION PEDRO PAN 

Between December 1960 and November 1962, approximately 14,048 upper class 

Cuban children were flown unaccompanied to the United States through a covert 

endeavor that would become popularly known as “Operation Pedro Pan.” A title coined 

by Miami Herald writer Gene Miller6 in reference to the popular J.M. Barrie novel Peter 

Pan about a boy who can fly and never grows up, Operation Pedro Pan was one of 

several U.S. Government-sponsored efforts to quell the Cuban Revolution, undermine 

Fidel Castro, and install a new government in Cuba “more devoted to the true interests of 

                                                
4 Marifeli Pérez-Stable, “Cuba in Transition: The Role of External Actors,” 120.  
5 Jackie Calmes, “Obama Cites Latin Americans as Example for Others,” New York Times, March 21, 
2011, http://www.nytimes.com/.  
6 Yvonne Conde, Operation Pedro Pan: The Untold Exodus of 14,000 Cuban Children (New York: 
Routledge, 1999), 47.  
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the Cuban people and more acceptable to the US in such a way as to avoid any 

appearance of US intervention.”7 At the time, the U.S. Government was concerned about 

the potential for backlash from Latin American countries over direct and open U.S. 

involvement in Cuba. “It remains important,” a State Department and United States 

Information Agency directive from September 1959 states, “that any awakening public 

skepticism about Castro retain the appearance of being an indigenous Latin American 

reaction.”8 

In November 1960, James Baker, the American headmaster of a private academy 

in Havana, approached the U.S. Embassy in Havana for assistance in obtaining 200 

student visas for Cuban youth who were actively participating in the underground. Cuban 

parents were fearful that their children would be condemned for counterrevolutionary 

activities given that several children in the island had already been sentenced; three 

Cuban youths between the ages of 19 and 20 were prosecuted for carrying anti-

government pamphlets.9 Additionally, parents active in opposing the revolution feared 

that their children would be left parentless if they were imprisoned or executed.10 

Believing that the revolutionary government would not remain in power for long, 

Baker met with the Havana-American Chamber of Commerce in Miami to discuss a 

temporary boarding school in the United States for Cuban children. The Chamber of 

Commerce referred Baker to Monsignor Bryan Walsh, the director of the Catholic 

Welfare Bureau in Miami, in order to discuss temporary care for the Cuban children 

                                                
7 Jessica Gibbs and Alex Goodall, “Conflict and Cooperation: Cuban Exile Anti-Communism and the 
United States, 1960-2000,” in Anti-Communist Minorities in the U.S.: Political Activism of Ethnic 
Refugees, ed. Ieva Zake (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2009), 235.  
8 María de los Angeles Torres, The Lost Apple: Operation Pedro Pan, Cuban Children in the U.S., and the 
Promise of a Better Future (Boston: Beacon Press, 2003), 42-3.  
9 Torres, The Lost Apple, 54.  
10 Ibid. 
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while the counterrevolution was waged in Cuba. The U.S. Department of State indicated 

that it would sponsor 20,000 Cubans with visas or visa waivers for entry into the United 

States,11 however, Cuban parents were later required to rely only upon discreetly 

distributed visa waivers after Eisenhower severed diplomatic relations with Cuba in 

January 1961. Authorized by Robert F. Hale in the State Department’s visa office, the 

approximately 50,000 waivers that the U.S. Government made available to Cubans 

seeking to emigrate reached the underground and the hands of Cuban parents via State 

Department diplomatic pouches of countries on good terms with the United States.12 

Despite the Catholic Welfare Bureau’s concerns regarding the protection of 

Cuban children and their families in Cuba that sought their departure to the United States, 

children became an increasingly critical component of the CIA’s propaganda campaign to 

foment unrest in Cuba. As María de los Angeles Torres explains in The Lost Apple: 

Operation Pedro Pan, Cuban Children in the U.S., and the Promise of a Better Future, 

“the conflict created by the need to keep the operation secret as the use of children as a 

propaganda tool would create tension between those working with the children and the 

propaganda makers. Ultimately, the safety and emotional needs of the children would be 

overshadowed by politics.”13  

One of the most effective CIA strategies was the dissemination of the patria 

potestad rumor suggesting that the Cuban Government would assume authority over 

children, a tactic I will discuss at greater length in the report. The CIA intended to use the 

rumor as a propaganda tool to arouse dissent among Cubans. Juan Carlos Rodriguez, in 

The Bay of Pigs and the CIA, explains the reasoning of the intelligence officers in 

                                                
11 Torres, The Lost Apple, 68.  
12 John G. Hubbell, “Operation Pedro Pan,” Reader’s Digest, February 1988, 99.  
13 Torres, The Lost Apple, 88. 
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implementing non-military covert propaganda tactics. “The CIA experts were confident, 

that, if they managed to sow that doubt in some of the people, the fear would gather 

momentum,” he writes. “[It] could lead to the exodus of thousands of children, split up 

families and thus undermine the families’ support of the government.”14  

THE LEGACY OF U.S. GOVERNMENT PROPAGANDA 

When media coverage of Operation Pedro Pan began in 1962, journalists reported 

the highly politicized and propagandized version of events surrounding the covert exodus 

of Cuban children. As I will illustrate in this report, the children of Operation Pedro Pan, 

or “Pedro Panes,” were used as political pawns by the media and by the U.S. 

Government, who exploited their youthfulness and vulnerabilities as young refugees in 

order to garner popular support among Americans for national objectives concerning 

Cuba and the containment of the Soviet Union. While Fidel Castro came to describe 

Cuban schools as “barracks of the revolution,” the educational system in Cuba became a 

battleground for control of children’s learning that was exaggerated in the U.S. media, 

along with social conditions in Cuba. As Torres observes, the protests of those opposed to 

Fidel Castro’s revolution “came to include not only the physical safety of children but 

also their minds.” Eventually, “…saving the children from Communist brainwashing 

became central to the public discourse of opposition groups” not only within the island 

but also within the U.S. Government.15   

As a result of the unique circumstances surrounding their unaccompanied 

migration to the United States, as well as their socialization in Catholic Welfare Bureau 

camps and in American families eager to participate in the national struggle against 

                                                
14 Juan Carlos Rodriguez, The Bay of Pigs and the CIA: Cuban Secret Files on the 1961 Invasion (Victoria: 
Oceanpress, 1999), 55.  
15 Torres, The Lost Apple, 41.  
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communism by providing shelter and care for refugee Cuban children, adult Pedro Panes 

continue to ascribe to the highly propagandized version of events characterizing their 

arrival in the United States. They are frequently profiled in the news and actively 

organize events and presentations on Operation Pedro Pan in which they use Cold War 

rhetoric to disseminate information concerning their migration that is frequently one-

sided and often occludes the reality of U.S. involvement in Cuba and U.S. manipulation 

of historical events before the public.  

Today, the Pedro Panes comprise one of the few socially organized subsets of the 

Cuban American exile community, and they use their media visibility, political influence, 

and heavily propagandized views of the Cuban Revolutionary Government, formed in 

their childhood, to continue to promote hard-line U.S. policies towards Cuba. Although 

the Cold War no longer serves as a geopolitical context for foreign policy decision-

making in Cuba and the United States, Pedro Panes continue to promote Cold War values 

that neither serve U.S. interests nor Cuban domestic interests.  

Ultimately, theirs is a story of unintended consequences for the U.S. Government 

in its attempt to promote democracy in Cuba. By subsidizing the removal of the children 

of Operation Pedro Pan and utilizing them as political pawns in order to undermine Fidel 

Castro and bring about a democratic society in Cuba, the U.S. Government has 

profoundly influenced the political perspectives of Pedro Panes concerning the Cuban 

Government and has empowered them to prevent the same democratization in Cuba in 

the 21st century that their removal was intended to accomplish during the Cold War.  

In this report, I will discuss the relationship between the political rhetoric 

surrounding Operation Pedro Pan in the 1960s media, the Cold War policy perspectives 

that adult Pedro Panes advertise in contemporary media coverage, and their consequent 

opportunities to influence foreign policy by reaching voters. In Chapter 1, I identify 
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recent developments in the United States and Cuba that have created an environment 

conducive to diplomatic improvements in U.S.-Cuban relations. I discuss the historic 

origins of Operation Pedro Pan and situate the covert refugee endeavor within a larger 

context of U.S. Cold War initiatives that were designed with the objective of 

accomplishing regime change in Cuba. I describe the ways in which Pedro Panes and the 

general Cuban American voting base have considerable influence on U.S. foreign policy 

decisions. 

In Chapter 2, I review existing scholarly research on Operation Pedro Pan and 

analyze two memoirs that have been authored by a prominent Pedro Pan scholar and 

novelist. I review the relevant themes from a contemporary play that portrays an adult 

Pedro Pan woman whose feelings of isolation and loss, rooted in her unaccompanied 

childhood migration, continue to haunt her and her family in the present.  I explore two 

examples of contemporary children’s literature that attempt to communicate idealized 

versions of the Pedro Pan experience to today’s children. Some fictional accounts of 

Operation Pedro Pan share certain points of view concerning the “official” version of the 

children’s exodus as it is marketed to the public by Pedro Panes; others critique the 

perspective offered and challenge the representations of government responsibility 

presented in the texts.  

While works of literature and drama have not historically served as convincing 

resources for public policy analysis, in this report I intend to demonstrate that several of 

these fictional accounts of Operation Pedro Pan serve a specific policy objective of the 

writer; namely, they have the potential to subtly shape the political attitudes of both 

Cuban American and non-Cuban American readers concerning the Cuban government 

and its responsibility for the Operation Pedro Pan exodus. That it to say, mainstream 

Americans (including Cuban Americans) who vote on legislation pertaining to U.S.-
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Cuban relations may be more likely to read politicized fiction in which policy 

recommendations are found “between the lines” than to read and digest traditional policy 

reports containing explicit policy recommendations. On a similar vein, children’s 

literature can serve as a venue for the passing of cultural attitudes and policy perspectives 

to future generations. 

In Chapters 3 and 4, I take a closer look at media portrayals of Operation Pedro 

Pan from the 1960s and provide specific examples that highlight how Pedro Panes served 

as media pawns. I also highlight a 1963 documentary prepared by the United States 

Information Agency that was used to exploit the Pedro Panes and provide them with a 

highly propagandized context for their immigration experience. Utilizing contemporary 

web blogs, databases, and social media as illustrations, I draw comparisons between the 

Cold War media portrayals and modern media sources in which adult Pedro Panes use 

similar rhetoric to communicate their experiences and accomplish a hard-line political 

agenda.  

The men and women of Operation Pedro Pan provide a case study of the impact 

of U.S. Cold War rhetoric from the 1960s on contemporary U.S. foreign policy towards 

Cuba. Pedro Panes have political attitudes derived from limited Cold War experiences 

that diminish their interest in improving diplomatic relations between the United States 

and Cuba. Pedro Panes should consider a new context for their immigration experiences, 

recognize that the misconceptions surrounding their Cold War migration have served and 

continue to serve the interests of U.S. politicians and policymakers, and vote for the 

United States to resume diplomatic relations with Cuba.  
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Chapter 1: An Open Door to Diplomacy 

Despite the antagonistic relationship exhibited by the governments of the United 

States and Cuba throughout the second half of the twentieth century surrounding the 

sustained political leadership of Fidel and Raúl Castro and the country’s communist 

economy, contemporary socioeconomic and political developments in Cuba and the 

United States have created an environment that is moderately conducive to diplomacy.  

CUBAN ENVIRONMENT FOR CHANGE 

In September 2010, the Cuban Government introduced private enterprise in the 

island with the acknowledgement that the Cuban nation would require a dramatic shift in 

its economic model. To address Cuba’s ailing economy, the Cuban Workers Federation 

announced that, by March 2011, it would lay off approximately 500,000 government 

employees. The Cuban Government, which controls over 90% of the economy and offers 

a $20 monthly salary for its workers, indicated that it would encourage laid-off state 

workers to form their own businesses or join private cooperatives. According to the 

Federation, “Job options will be increased and broadened with new forms of non-state 

employment, among them leasing land, cooperatives and self-employment, absorbing 

hundreds of thousands of workers in the coming years.”16 Marking the biggest transition 

to private sector since the 1960s, the labor force reorganization is expected to include 

250,000 licenses for self-employment and the establishment of 200,000 non-state jobs. 

The announcement of impending layoffs was preceded by a public 

acknowledgement by Raúl Castro in August 2010 that Cuba’s existing economic model 

                                                
16 Marc Frank, “Cuba announces mass layoffs in bid to spur private sector,” Reuters, September 14, 2010, 
http://www.reuters.com/. 
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was unsustainable and unproductive.  Addressing parliament on the state of the island’s 

economy, Castro observed that “without the increase in efficiency and productivity, it is 

impossible to raise salaries, increase exports and replace imports, grow in the production 

of foodstuffs and in point of fact, to sustain the enormous social spending of our socialist 

system."17 In an interview with a journalist from Atlantic Magazine, former Cuban head 

of state Fidel Castro also communicated that he lacked enough confidence in the 

economic model to export it to other countries. The model, he admitted to the journalist: 

“doesn’t even work for us anymore.”18 

Cuba’s economic model has historically been one of the primary obstacles to the 

normalization of U.S.-Cuban relations given the U.S. desire to promote liberal democracy 

and the advent of a capitalist economy in Cuba. The nationalization of U.S. companies in 

the early 1960s prompted the controversial U.S. economic and trade embargo that 

remains in place today. Cuba’s economic model has also served as a visible reminder to 

the United States Government of Fidel Castro’s command over political expression in the 

island for over fifty years. 

In addition to economic reform, a second indication of the possibility for U.S.-

Cuban diplomacy in the near future is the series of sociopolitical developments that have 

taken place in Cuba in the past year. In addition to acknowledging the need for a new 

economic structure in Cuba, the Castro Government has recently made overtures to allow 

greater political freedom and expression in the island. In July 2010, the Government 

agreed to release 52 political prisoners of conscience, announcing that it would free all 

non-criminal prisoners from its cells. This event signified the largest mass release of 

                                                
17 Portia Siegelbaum, “Raul Castro Says Cuban Economy Will be Tweaked but Remain Socialist,” CBS 
News, August 1, 2010, accessed April 27, 2011, http://www.cbsnews.com/.  
18 Jeffrey Goldberg, “Fidel: ‘Cuban Model Doesn’t Even Work For Us Anymore’,” The Atlantic, 
September 8, 2010, accessed April 27, 2011, http://www.theatlantic.com/.  
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political prisoners in decades. The Cuban Government’s announcement followed the 

widely publicized death of a hunger striker, Orlando Zapata Tamayo, in February 2010, 

and coincided with the ongoing 130-day hunger strike of another dissident, Guillermo 

Farinas. Although there was an initial delay in the release of the dissidents, on March 

23rd, 2011, the final two were released to freedom.19  

The mass prisoner release has particular diplomatic meaning for the state of U.S.-

Cuban relations. Denying that it holds any political prisoners, the Cuban Government 

consistently maintains that the prisoners are in fact “mercenaries paid by the United 

States to undermine Havana’s rule,” as BBC’s Michael Voss explains.20 The 52 were 

originally detained in 2003 under suspicion of mercenary behavior during a major 

government crackdown on dissenters.21 Understood in this context, the liberation of 

political dissidents can best be interpreted as a conciliatory gesture towards the United 

States with the aim of improving relations between the two countries.  

In another promising demonstration of openness, Raúl Castro permitted Cardinal 

Jamie Ortega, a Roman Catholic Archbishop in Havana, to facilitate the release of 

prisoners and accommodate their relocation in Spain and the United States. In fact, the 

original announcement of the prisoners’ release was issued not from the Cuba 

Government, but rather from a spokesman for the archbishop.  

The Castro Government’s allowance of Cardinal Ortega’s diplomatic efforts 

signals a new openness and tolerance on the part of the Cuban Government towards the 

Catholic Church after Catholics faced decades of persecution in Cuba as a largely 

                                                
19 “US hails Cuba releases, but rights still ‘poor’,” AFP, March 25, 2011, accessed April 27, 2011, 
http://www.google.com/hostednews/afp/article. 
20 “Cuba agrees to release 52 political prisoners,” BBC News, July 8, 2010, accessed April 27, 2011, 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/10547660. 
21 Marc Lacey, “Cuban Government Vows to Release 52 Prisoners,” New York Times, July 7, 2010, 
accessed April 27, 2011, http://www.nytimes.com/2010/07/08/world/americas/08cuba.html. 
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counterrevolutionary force in the island. Julia Sweig explains how the dampening of 

relations between the Church and the state can be understood by the evolution of 

Revolutionary ideology. She writes: “at its base, the revolution’s growing aversion to 

religion was in some sense inevitable. As Cuba drew closer to the Soviet Union, the 

atheism and anticlerical leanings inherent in traditional interpretations of Marxism 

naturally compelled a break with organized churches.”22  

Catholics facing religious persecution in revolutionary Cuba drew predominantly 

from the white middle and upper classes of Cuban society, and the vast majority of the 

children who would leave Cuba through Operation Pedro Pan came from these privileged 

families. Given the reality that practicing Catholics comprised the wealthier sects of 

Cuban society, Fidel Castro argued, “the Revolution had been made not against priests, 

but against large land owners.” Accordingly, Castro continued, “ [the Revolution’s] goals 

were being challenged by persons with the most to lose…”23 The link that Castro made 

between Cuban Catholics and privilege was evident in his frequent public designation of 

Catholics as “enemies of the revolution.” 

Describing the societal impact of the Church’s stance on the Revolution, Cuban 

authors Ramón Crespo and José Marrawi argue that, “the Church, by placing itself in 

opposition to the revolutionary transformation process taking place in Cuban society, 

assumed a position of political confrontation not only with the direction of the revolution, 

but also with the popular masses.”24 They add that, in the end, the activities of “the most 

                                                
22 Julia E. Sweig, Cuba: What Everyone Needs to Know (USA: Oxford University Press, 2009), 63. 
23 John M. Kirk, Between God and the Party: Religion and Politics in Revolutionary Cuba (Tampa: 
University of South Florida Press, 1989), 84.  
24 Ramón T. Crespo and José Marrawi, Operación Pedro Pan: Un Caso de Guerra Psicológica contra 
Cuba (La Habana: Editora Política, 2000), 24.  
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reactionary Catholic sectors [were such] that the Church became the de facto political 

opposition” to the regime (my translation).25 

In light of the historically tenuous relationship between the Cuban revolutionary 

government and the Catholic Church, then, the increasing political freedoms afforded the 

contemporary Catholic Church can be viewed as another indication of internal change in 

the island. 

A final indicator of the prospect of change in Cuba is the failure on the part of the 

Cuban Government to prevent public displays of dissent in recent months.  The Damas de 

Blanco, a group of women largely comprised of wives of Cubans who were imprisoned 

in the 2003 crackdown, has received extensive media coverage in recent years for their 

organized public protests of the continued detainment of family members who were 

imprisoned on the basis of political dissent. In early April 2010, the government 

attempted to impede the march of the Damas de Blanco, dissolving organized 

demonstrations with the aid of security forces on the premise that the women did not 

have a permit to march. Later that month, authorities interfered with a Damas de Blanco 

protest that coincided with local elections. Six women were victims of verbal abuse as 

supporters of the revolutionary government insulted them and subjected them to pro-

government propaganda for seven hours. 26 

Although the women were severely punished for their protests in the past, several 

journalists have observed that the Cuban Government has recently refrained from 

punishing the marching women. In February 2011, however, the Damas de Blanco 

                                                
25 Crespo and Marrawi, 24.  
26 “Catholic Church makes a welcome move in Cuba,” Radio Netherlands Worldwide, May 5, 2010, 
accessed April 27, 2011, http://www.rnw.nl/english/article/catholic-church-makes-a-welcome-move-cuba. 
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publicly requested international support to pressure the Cuban government to release 

seven prisoners who refused to be exiled to Spain upon their release. 27 

THE TENTATIVE ENVIRONMENT FOR CHANGE IN THE UNITED STATES 

The Obama administration has sustained the Bush administration’s steadfast 

commitment to seeing [what the United States deems] improvements in Cuba’s human 

rights records prior to making any diplomatic concessions. In a White House statement in 

February 2011, Obama reaffirmed the U.S. position publicly. “The Cuban people must 

know that their suffering does not go unnoticed,” he said, “and that the United States 

remains unwavering in our commitment to defend the inalienable right of the Cuban 

people to enjoy the freedoms that define the Americas and that are universal to all human 

beings.”28 In the past year, however, a tentative environment for change has emerged in 

the United States concerning U.S. Cuba policy.  

H.R. 4645 

In February 2010, Congressman Collin Peterson (D-MN) and several House 

members introduced House Resolution 4645, the Travel Restriction Reform and Export 

Enhancement Act, a bill “to remove obstacles to legal sales of United States agricultural 

commodities to Cuba and to end travel restrictions on all Americans to Cuba.”29 The 

proposed legislation received three committee assignments, and the House Agriculture 

Committee recommended the bill to the House in June 2010 by a vote of 25-20.  

Although the proposed legislation died in the House Foreign Affairs Committee 

in September before reaching the House floor, the Agriculture Committee’s 

                                                
27 Asociación Damas de Blanco, http://www.damasdeblanco.org/. 
28 “Barack Obama urges release of Cuban dissidents,” BBC News, February 23, 2011, accessed March 25, 
2011, http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-12562026. 
29  “H.R. 4645: Bill Text,” The Library of Congress, accessed January 29, 2011, http://thomas.loc.gov/cgi-
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recommendation of the bill indicates that some members of Congress are open to a 

change in the U.S.-Cuban relationship – at least 81 members according to the 

legislation’s sponsorship. While several Republican members of the Agriculture 

Committee expressed reservations regarding the portions of the bill pertaining to the 

travel restrictions to Cuba imposed on U.S. citizens, many political conservatives did 

favor passage of the trade portions of the bill. For many members, lessened restrictions 

on agricultural exports to Cuba would result in financial profit for many of their 

constituents.  

The opportunity cost of the U.S. embargo in the form of lost U.S. revenue from 

agricultural sales has been documented in numerous studies. A March 2010 Texas A&M 

University study of the economic impact of the embargo on the United States calculated 

that “loosening export and travel restrictions to Cuba could spark $365 million in sales of 

U.S. goods and create 6,000 new jobs in the Unites States, leading to a $1.1 billion 

economic impact.”30 As reported by Congressional Research Service, a 2007 report from 

the U.S. International Trade Commission “[maintains] that the U.S. share of Cuba’s 

agricultural, fish, and forest imports would rise from one-third to between one-half and 

two-thirds if trade restrictions were lifted.”31   

The expansion of agricultural trade with Cuba continues to be supported by 

approximately 150 U.S. organizations, including the U.S. Chamber of Commerce, 

American Farm Bureau Federation, the National Association of Wheat Growers, and the 

National Farmers Union. Despite the unwillingness of many conservative legislators to 

endorse any change in status quo concerning U.S.-Cuban relations for fear of appearing 

                                                
30 Kevin Bogardus, “Chamber raises stakes in Cuba travel ban,” The Hill, June 29, 2010, accessed May 5, 
2011, http://thehill.com/business-a-lobbying/106313-chamber-raises-stakes-in-cubas-embargo-battle. 
31 Mark P. Sullivan, “Cuba: Issues for the 111th Congress,” Congressional Research Service (R40193; 
September 3, 2010), 29. 
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soft on Cuba, conservatives may be willing to consider the economic benefits of relaxed 

trade restrictions given the current fiscal climate in the United States. The current debt 

crisis may provide an environment conducive to a relaxation of the politically-motivated 

agricultural sanctions.  

The New Cuban American Voter 

The increasing liberalization of the Cuban vote is another indication that a 

tentative environment for change in U.S-Cuban relations is emerging among 

contemporary Cuban American voters. Historically, the Cuban American vote has 

departed from the traditionally liberal Hispanic vote; support for the Republican Party is 

attributable to the party’s historic opposition to communism and Fidel Castro. Cubans 

who have recently immigrated to the United States, however, hold disproportionately 

progressive attitudes towards U.S.-Cuban relations.  

In a 2007 Florida International University survey assessing the views of Cuban 

Americans in Miami regarding U.S. Cuba policies, only 29% of those who immigrated 

between 1959-1964 were in “favor of reestablishing diplomatic ties,” compared with 61% 

of those arriving in 1985 or later. On a related note, approximately 63% of those arriving 

between 1959-1964 indicated that the United States “should stop agricultural trade with 

Cuba,” compared with only 35% of those arriving in 1985 or later.32 These specific 

results from the survey indicated that recent immigrants are more likely to favor 

reestablishing ties than those arriving 1959-1964, and less likely to support an end to 

agricultural trade with Cuba. 

In December 2008, Brookings Institution, Florida International University, and 

the Cuba Study Group conducted a poll to determine opinions on U.S. Cuba policies held 
                                                
32 Susan Eva Eckstein, The Immigrant Divide: How Cuban Americans Changed the US and Their 
Homeland (New York: Routledge, 2009), 98. 
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by Cuban Americans in south Florida. When asked if they favored continuing the U.S. 

embargo of Cuba, 65% of those who emigrated before 1980 favored the continuation, 

compared with 29% of those who emigrated after 1998. When grouped according to 

whether or not one was registered to vote and offered the same question, notably, among 

those registered to vote, 56% favored continuing the U.S. embargo while 44% opposed it. 

The same distinctions were evident when individuals were questioned if they favored re-

establishing diplomatic relations with Cuba. Forty-five percent of those who immigrated 

before 1980 favored re-establishment of relations compared with 80% of those arriving 

after 1998. When grouped according to voting status, only 56% of registered voters 

favored re-establishing relations, while 44% were not in favor.33  

These figures indicate that at present, the Cuban American voting base may not be 

sufficiently liberal to remove economic sanctions and lift the ban on U.S. citizen travel to 

Cuba. Nonetheless, the increasingly progressive voting trend suggests that in time, the 

progressive vote will compete with the conservative vote where U.S.-Cuban relations are 

concerned.  

COLD WAR KIDS: THE CHILDREN OF OPERATION PEDRO PAN  

The United States has desired a change of regime in Cuba for more than fifty 

years. During the Cold War, however, U.S. initiatives to accomplish this regime change 

included the removal of Cuban children who, as adult citizens of the United States, today 

have the political agency and rhetorical indoctrination to prevent regime change.  

As indicated above, beginning in December of 1960, the Catholic Welfare Bureau 

(CWB) of Miami covertly arranged to have several hundred Catholic Cuban children 

                                                
33 “Cuban American Opinions Concerning U.S. Policy Toward Cuba and the U.S. Election,” Brookings 
Institution, December 2, 2008, accessed May 5, 2011, 
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flown from Cuba to Miami at the request of the United States Government. When 

“Operation Pedro Pan” ended in November of 1962, more than 14,000 Cuban children 

would arrive in the United States to be “saved” from communism. James Baker, the head 

of a private American school in Havana, approached CWB director Monsignor Bryan 

Walsh at the behest of Cuban parents who had expressed concerns regarding the possible 

loss of parental authority over their children, or patria potestad, to the Cuban state. With 

the covert assistance of the CIA, a rumor had passed through the Cuban underground 

inciting fear in Cuban families that children would be removed from families and placed 

in communist training camps or sent to the Soviet Union.  

The patria potestad rumor, often cited by Pedro Panes as the primary justification 

with which parents explained their children’s departure from Cuba, was part and parcel of 

an ongoing CIA movement to unseat the Castro regime and contain communism. The 

origins of the patria potestad concept lie in ancient Roman law; specifically, patria 

potestas, “referring to the power, potestas, exercised by a father, pater familias, over his 

children.”34 The rumor-inspired fear of the loss of patria potestad to the Cuban 

government had a powerful impact on many families, for “it presupposed that the state 

would become the children’s legal guardian...guide their education...and possess the 

power to send them abroad to study behind the Iron Curtain.”35  

The belief that parents would lose parental authority over their children stemmed 

not only from the patria potestad document, but also from announcements broadcasted 

from Radio Swan, a station on the U.S.-controlled Swan Islands off the coast of 

Honduras. Established in May of 1960 by the CIA with the authorization of President 

Eisenhower and the financial support of the United States Navy, the station’s initial 

                                                
34 Conde, 25.  
35 Ibid, 26.  
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commercial programming featured recordings from anti-Castro exiled political groups.36  

In October of 1960, during the 8:00pm news broadcast, Radio Swan advertised to 

mothers of Cuban children in the island: “Cuban mothers, don’t let them take your 

children away! The Revolutionary Government will take them away from you when they 

turn five and will keep them until they are 18.”37  

 The fear of many parents that their children could be “lost” to communism was 

based in part by revolutionary realities. Arguing that the Church was “providing haven to 

counterrevolutionaries,” the revolution closed parochial schools in 1962. By 1962, the 

number of Catholic clergy in Cuba had significantly declined from approximately 1,000 

in 1960 to 223 as numerous Catholic clergy members were expelled from the country. 38 

Cuban children’s participation in communist youth organizations was another 

Revolutionary reality. In order to actively involve Cuban youth in the Revolution, the 

Cuban Government founded youth organizations to popularize Revolutionary activity. 

Such organizations included the Revolutionary Youth Movement, the Association of 

Rebel Youth (May 1960), and the Union of Rebel Pioneers (April 1961).  

The Association of Rebel Youth was established by the Army’s Department of 

Education “…to mobilize young people between the ages of fourteen and twenty-

seven.”39 The Union of Rebel Pioneers featured children between the ages of 7 and 13 

who were instructed to “report sabotage and counterrevolutionary attitudes in elementary 

schools.”40 It was not only tasked with “teach[ing] children revolutionary goals and 
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requirements,” but also “served as a training ground for young revolutionaries.” Julie 

Bunck observes, “by occupying children’s spare time, the [Union of Pioneers] 

organization furthered their political education in Cuba’s revolutionary society.”41  

During the literacy campaign of 1961, the 100,000 young volunteer teachers, 

known as brigadistas, left their families and traveled the Cuban countryside to provide 

education to one million individuals.42 Richard Gott describes the impact of the literacy 

campaign on Cuban youth who participated, writing that “it was…a defining moment for 

the teenagers who found themselves in distant corners of the national territory…for a 

generation that had missed the revolutionary war, the experience gave them the right to 

call themselves revolutionaries.”43  

The literacy campaign, however, had an impact not only on the participants, but 

also on the children who remained behind in the urban areas. Given the number of 

student teachers enlisted for the campaign, “in April 1961 most secondary schools were 

closed and then in May the primary schools shut down. For the next eight months 

children in the urban areas would have to mark time, attending supervised ‘attendance 

centres’ where they were looked after by adults.”44   

It became impossible for children from counter-revolutionary families to attend 

school without being subject to Revolutionary discourse. Born in Cuba in 1959, Luis 

García writes in his biography that when learning the alphabet in school, “…the F [was] 

for Fidel, the R for rifle and the Y for Yankees.”45 Attending actos revolucionarios, 
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listening to speeches from Fidel Castro, García comments on the experience he shared 

with his friends, that “all [that] talk about revolutionary heroes, about Lenin and Marx, 

[made them] feel very grown up. It [made] them feel like good communists, just as Fidel 

[said they] should.”46   

Cuban educators became required to incorporate revolutionary lessons in their 

teaching as Garcia’s had done. A sixth-grade teacher hesitant to comply with this 

direction recalls on one occasion that she gave the government material to a colleague to 

teach instead. “I’ll never forget that teacher,” she confessed. “Once she told the little 

children to ask God for an ice cream and of course, there would be no ice cream. Then 

she told them to ask Castro for the ice cream and some would be brought to them. I 

witnessed this with my own eyes…”47  

The attack on Catholic practice and education, the administration of revolutionary 

teachings in schools, and the successful incorporation of urban Cuban youth in the 

literacy campaign and social organizations all gave credence to the fears of counter-

revolutionary families that parental authority would be undermined by the state. 

The Cuban children’s exodus was one of numerous covert actions that would be 

taken by the U.S. Government in the 1960s in an attempt to overthrow Fidel Castro. 

According to a 1967 “Report on Plots to Assassinate Fidel Castro,” prepared at the 

request of President Lyndon B. Johnson, the CIA alone was involved in eight plotted 

attempts between the years of 1960 and 1965.48 
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COLD WAR VOTERS: MAINTAINING THE STATUS QUO  

Active Cuban American politicians and lobbyists have considerable conservative 

influence on U.S. foreign policy decisions concerning Cuba and strive to avoid a 

normalization of relations between the United States and Cuba.  

 Founded in 1981, the Cuban American National Foundation (CANF) is a hard-

line lobby organization that is resistant to any changes in U.S.-Cuban relations that could 

be construed as support for the Castro regime. Modeled on the American Israel Public 

Affairs Committee, CANF was established by Cuban American millionaires who shared 

common political and economic interests with the Reagan administration. For its part, 

“the Reagan administration wanted to formalize the relationship between Washington and 

conservative Miami Cubans,” and National Security Advisor Richard Allen played a key 

role in helping to establish the organization.49 CANF proceeded to establish connections 

with Reagan and later with the George H.W. Bush administration. 50 

Before his death in 1997, Jorge Mas Canosa’s influence on U.S. Cuban policy 

continued to extend to the United States presidency. In 1992, Mas succeded in forcing 

newly elected President Bill Clinton to cancel the nomination of a Cuban American 

attorney for the top Latin American post in the State Department simply by contacting 

then-influential Democrats Bill Bradley, Bob Graham, and Robert Torricelli. Torricelli 

and Graham were about to introduce the Cuban Democracy Act, a piece of legislation 

authored by CANF that was designed to strengthen the U.S. trade embargo on Cuba.  In 

an article from The Progressive in 1993, Jane Franklin describes at length the influence 

of CANF on presidential politics by writing about CANF payoffs to presidents and 
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presidential hopefuls in order to elicit favorable review of hard-line legislation.51 

Founded in 2001 in Miami, the Cuban Liberty Council has also played a prominent role 

in the development of legislation regulating relations and trade with Cuba.  

Game Changer: The Elián González Affair 

In addition to voting to maintain hard-line U.S. policies towards Cuba, Cuban 

American voters reward conservative politicians with re-election. Cuba, then, becomes a 

politically risky subject for U.S. politicians who want to remain in office. One of the most 

glaring demonstrations of the volatility of the hard-line Cuban American stance is the 

Elián González affair preceding the 2000 national election. In the years preceding the 

2000 national election, the Clinton administration had succeeded in courting the 

traditionally conservative, Republican Cuban American vote.   

In the months leading up to the election, however, the United States Coast Guard 

intercepted a young Cuban boy named Elián González floating in the straits off the coast 

of Florida. In keeping with the “wet foot/dry foot”52 immigration policy resulting from 

the U.S.-Cuban Migration Accords established by the Cuban and U.S. governments in the 

mid-1990s, the Clinton administration insisted upon repatriation and ordered Elián’s 

return to Cuba in defiance of staunch conservatives who demanded that he be allowed to 

stay as an ideological victim of Castro’s communism.  

After a very public spectacle in which the National Guard forcibly removed 

Gonzalez from his temporary Miami home, the reaction of Cuban Americans in Florida 
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was extremely hostile. Although they had flirted with increasing support for the 

Democratic Party, 80% of Cuban American votes went to Republican candidate George 

W. Bush in the election. The pervasive resistance to Elián’s return among the Cuban 

American community in South Florida likely cost presidential hopeful Al Gore the 

necessary votes to win Florida, the pivotal state in the 2000 election. Thus, the Elián 

Affair is widely believed to have cost the Democrats the presidency.  

Cuba as a campaign liability: Jeff Greene in Florida 

A recent demonstration of the volatility of the Cuba issue for Congressional 

candidates is the media attention received by Senate candidate Jeff Greene in Florida in 

2010.  Greene hoped to receive the Democratic Senate nomination for the 2010 primary 

election in Florida. In the midst of Greene’s campaigning, news surfaced that his 145-

foot Yacht Summerwind had been illegally docked in Havana’s Hemingway Marina for 

several days in 2007. While Greene initially claimed in a debate with his rival Kendrick 

Meek that his visit to Cuba was for humanitarian reasons – that he was on a Jewish 

mission – a Summerwind deckhand argued that the travel to Cuba was for leisure 

purposes. Another conflicting account of the purpose of Greene’s travel alleged that the 

yacht’s stay in Havana was for mechanical repairs en route to Greene’s intended 

destination, the Bahamas.53  

A media debate arose surrounding the illegal presence of Greene’s yacht in 

Havana for two days in 2007. Greene lost the Democratic nod to Kendrick Meek, partly 

due to the Cuba scandal and backlash from Miami Cubans. Although some journalists 

contended after the race that increased spending would have allowed Greene to pull 

ahead of Meek, the yacht incident was a key factor in his defeat. Describing Greene and 
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victorious gubernatorial candidate Rick Scott, one Florida voter commented for the 

Miami Herald that “it’s very difficult to trust these guys. One is a multimillionaire tied to 

Medicare fraud, and the other one has problems with a 145-yacht docked in Cuba.”54 

FROM COLD WAR SUBJECTS TO AGENTS: PEDRO PANES IN THE CUBAN AMERICAN 
COMMUNITY 

Because of their exposure to Cold War policy as children and their widely 

publicized immigration experiences as unaccompanied minors, the men and women of 

Operation Pedro Pan occupy a prominent spot in the public image of the Cuban American 

community. What’s more, their political attitudes and perspectives are informed by their 

Cold War migration experiences and by the rhetoric surrounding their migration that was 

designed by the U.S. Government.  Similar to the ways in which the Operation Pedro Pan 

exile was used to shape U.S. attitudes towards the Cuban Revolutionary Government, the 

Pedro Pan experience today serves as a mechanism to maintain the status quo concerning 

U.S.-Cuban relations and to justify the continuation of hardliner policies, including the 

failure to normalize relations.   

Modern-day scholars, artists, novelists, and playwrights who are Pedro Panes 

illustrate the experiences of Pedro Panes in the United States and explain in a variety of 

mediums how their childhood experiences were formative in shaping their attitudes on 

Castro and U.S.-Cuban relations. An examination of newspapers, magazines, and visual 

media from the early 1960s reveals that the children who immigrated through Operation 

Pedro Pan became pawns to cultivate popular anti-Castro sentiment and garner citizen 

support for U.S. governmental initiatives.  
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Contemporary newspapers, documentaries, blogs, and visual media reveal that, as 

adults, the children of Operation Pedro Pan draw public attention to their exile and 

perpetuate the myths surrounding their immigration. Lawmakers strategically utilize 

these myths to prevent a thawing of relations between the two countries.  

The next chapter will examine scholarly research, literary works, and 

contemporary plays that deal with the subject of Operation Pedro Pan.    
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Chapter 2: The Operation Pedro Pan Experience 

In order to appreciate how U.S. Cold War rhetoric formatively shaped the 

immigration experiences of Pedro Panes and informed their subsequent development of 

hard-line policy perspectives on U.S.-Cuban relations, it is important to understand the 

historical context of Operation Pedro Pan. Through a review of existing scholarly texts on 

the subject of Operation Pedro Pan, as well as fictional accounts of the covert endeavor, 

readers can identify the various cultural, social, and economic changes that Pedro Panes 

faced upon arriving in the United States as unaccompanied children.   

While scholars such as María de los Angeles Torres and Yvonne Conde provide a 

thorough historic account of the covert exodus and identify gaps in public knowledge of 

Operation Pedro Pan due to the classification of relevant government documentation, 

novelists and playwrights such as Carlos Eire, Maria Armengol Acierno, Christina Diaz 

Gonzalez, and Melinda Lopez use recollection and memory to reveal the private legacy 

of Operation Pedro Pan and record other accounts of the children’s exodus. These 

creative accounts of the children’s migration complicate the official Operation Pedro Pan 

story as it is recorded in U.S. history and marketed to the public today by Pedro Panes; at 

times, the writings challenge the assertions made by Pedro Panes regarding the actors 

responsible for their childhood migration. At other times, the fictional writings 

appropriate U.S. Cold War rhetoric and in doing so, demonstrate the pervasive rhetorical 

influence of the United States Government even today. 55 
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SCHOLARS: OPERATION PEDRO PAN AS U.S. POLITICAL STRATEGY 

Several academic scholars who immigrated to the United States as children 

through Operation Pedro Pan have conducted extensive research demonstrating the ways 

in which the political perspectives of adult Pedro Panes concerning U.S.-Cuban relations 

have been shaped by American Cold War rhetoric and political secrecy. While the work 

of each of these scholars provides a comprehensive account of the Pedro Pan exodus, 

each scholar emphasizes a particular element of the covert operation in greater depth. 

While the contributions of María de los Angeles Torres and Yvonne Conde debunk 

popular myths surrounding the exodus that are rooted in media representations from the 

early 1960s, the journalistic research and writing of José Azel demonstrates how the 

Operation Pedro Pan experience has the capacity to shape contemporary perspectives on 

the Cuban economic system.  

A Pedro Pan and Director of the Latin American and Latino Studies Program at 

the University of Illinois at Chicago, María de los Angeles Torres has performed 

extensive research on Operation Pedro Pan and has spoken publicly on the role of the 

United States in accomplishing this endeavor. Torres discusses the childhood experiences 

of Pedro Panes in the United States and maintains that the CIA had a prominent role in 

organizing subversive Cuban resistance to the Castro Government in the island, spreading 

the patria potestad rumor that parents would lose parental authority to the state and 

distributing the State Department visa waivers that enabled Cuban children to leave the 

country. Torres also writes about the strategic use of Pedro Pan children as political 

pawns.56 Torres’ work is critical to a comprehensive understanding of Operation Pedro 

Pan in that she challenges the popularly held belief among non-academic Pedro Panes 
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that the responsibility for their exile lies solely with the Cuban Government and Fidel 

Castro. 

In contrast with Torres, who provides a political context for Operation Pedro Pan, 

Yvonne Conde’s emphasis is ethnographic research on Operation Pedro Pan. In her book 

Operation Pedro Pan: The Untold Exodus of 14,048 Cuban Children, Conde, a Pedro 

Pan and freelance journalist, provides testimony from 442 adult Pedro Panes who 

responded to a survey from Conde regarding their own experiences as Pedro Panes. As 

Margaret Talbot notes in her January 2000 review of Conde’s work, 70% of respondents 

“said their experience with positive. But 33% said they would not send their own children 

away under the same circumstances.”57  

Talbot contrasts Conde’s own positive attitude regarding the Pedro Pan 

experience with those of the children whose experiences are profiled in the book through 

interviews, surveys, and letters. She writes: “the stories the former evacuees tell belie this 

pleasing narrative: they are all stories of traumatic loss.” Even children who were placed 

in the homes of loving families for temporary care were “scarred,” she adds. “They had 

still, after all, been abruptly parted from their mothers and fathers, with the ironic result 

that a mission meant to preserve families from the power of an overweening state ended 

up tearing them asunder.” The testimony of pain offered by numerous Pedro Panes in 

response to Conde’s survey is itself an alternative perspective to the children’s outcome 

that is proffered in many of the public pronouncements by Pedro Panes today. The report 

will discuss these contradictions.  

Although his work does not specifically focus on Operation Pedro Pan, José Azel 

is another prominent scholar and Pedro Pan whose professional writings on the Cuban 
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economy and politics depict the attitudes of many Pedro Panes towards the Castro 

Government and U.S. Cuban diplomacy. In a March 2011 Pedro Pan Exodus Presentation 

at the University of Miami’s Cuban Heritage Collection, Azel indicated that as a child in 

Cuba, he was politically active in the underground. To sabotage school busses 

transporting children to classrooms where they would receive Revolutionary education, 

Azel put sugar in the bus gas tanks. When he left Cuba at age 13 through Operation Pedro 

Pan, he never saw his parents again.58 

A senior scholar at the Institute for Cuban and Cuban-American Studies, 

University of Miami and author of Mañana in Cuba (Authorhouse 2010), Azel was 

quoted in a November 2009 Time Magazine article indicating his support for the existing 

ban on American citizen travel to Cuba. “I am a political exile by definition,” he argued, 

“which means I left because I found the political conditions to be deplorable.” He added, 

“Until those conditions change, I will not return.”59  

Recently, Azel’s policy perspectives have been featured in the Wall Street Journal 

and Foreign Policy magazine. Azel’s analysis of Cuba’s proposed economic reforms in a 

January 2011 WSJ editorial is particularly noteworthy given the author’s preferential 

emphasis on the totalitarianism of the Cuban government in lieu of the proposed 

economic reform. Discussing the Cuban government’s “Draft Guidelines for Economic 

and Social Policy” to be discussed at an April 2011 gathering of the Cuban Congress, 

Azel writes, “this bizarre list of permitted private-sector activities will not drive 

economic development…these are not reforms to unleash the market’s “invisible hand” 
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but to reaffirm the Castros’ clenched fist.”60 The reader is almost distracted from 

attempting to evaluate the merits of Azel’s economic assessment of the reforms because 

of the author’s emphatic critique of the political system - one that reveals the centrality of 

the Castro brothers to the staunch resistance of many Pedro Panes to improvements in 

U.S.-Cuban relations.  

Azel takes a similar approach in his October 2010 Foreign Policy piece, “Cuba’s 

Pre-Existing Condition.” Attempting to make a policy interpretation of the Cuban 

government’s summer announcement that it would lay off 500,000 state employees, Azel 

concludes that the proposed changes in the state sector are not a sign of economic reform, 

but rather the Cuban government’s desperation due to (what he terms) “bankrupt 

ideology.”  

Azel’s criticism of the governing political structure is tinged with judgment 

towards the Cuban Government regarding the impact of the dire economic situation on 

the upbringing of Cuba’s future: the children. Citing Havana economist and dissident 

Oscar Chepe, Azel writes: “Cuban children…grow up witnessing how their parents, 

obligated by circumstances, live by theft and illegality. Because Cubans cannot live by 

the results of their legitimate labors…a survival ethic has evolved that justifies 

everything.”61 Azel uses ethical concerns regarding the Cuban child’s upbringing to 

justify policy positions, appropriating the same rhetoric used by many men and women of 

Operation Pedro Pan to explain their parents’ decisions to send them to the United States.  
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PROMINENT LITERARY REPRESENTATIONS OF OPERATION PEDRO PAN 

Non-fiction writing on the subject of Operation Pedro Pan complements the 

historic accounts of this childhood exodus that are contributed by the above-mentioned 

scholars. With the inclusion of memories and emotions, these memoir-styled texts 

complicate the stated version of events and, with their existence, suggest alternative 

interpretations of the official events that have been recorded and promulgated by 

government officials or agencies involved with the covert endeavor. Non-fiction writing 

on this childhood exodus expands the historic record to include the voices of Pedro Panes 

who lacked the agency and voice to articulate their experiences as immigrant children of 

the Cold War.  Most importantly, the literary accounts of Operation Pedro Pan provide 

evidence of the pervasive influence of U.S. Cold War rhetoric on the formation of 

political attitudes towards the Cuban Government.  

The “footnote is my memory”62: the Writing of Carlos Eire 

One of the most prominent literary voices representing the men and women of 

Operation Pedro Pan is Carlos M. N. Eire, Riggs Professor of History and Religious 

Studies at Yale University. Eire was awarded the National Book Award for non-fiction in 

November 2003 for his autobiographical novel Waiting for Snow in Havana: Confessions 

of a Cuban Boy. From 2003 to 2006, he gave more than 153 public lectures on that text.63 

Popularly regarded as a representative of the Pedro Pan community by Cuban Americans 

in South Florida,64 Eire has also spoken at several engagements on the subject of 

                                                
62 Carlos Eire, interview by Jeffrey Brown, Lehrer NewsHour, PBS, November 25, 2003, 
http://www.pbs.org/newshour/bb/entertainment/july-dec03/eire_11-25.html.   
63 Carlos Eire’s Curriculum Vitae, accessed March 2, 2011, 
http://www.yale.edu/history/faculty/documents/eire-cv.pdf. 
64 Incidentally, at the March 2011 Cuban Heritage Collection presentation on Operation Pedro Pan, several 
Pedro Panes in attendance in the audience saw that I carried a copy of the Eire’s second novel and 
commented, “Oh, I see you’re reading Eire’s new book,” suggesting familiarity with the author.  
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Operation Pedro Pan.65 His popularity as a Pedro Pan is likely due not only to the 

political opinions concerning Castro and the Revolution that saturate the text, but also to 

the market success of the novel. First published in February 2003, the novel sold 16,000 

copies by mid-November of that year.66  

In Waiting for Snow in Havana and his latest novel, Learning to Die in Miami: 

Confessions of a Refugee Boy, Eire poignantly describes how the Operation Pedro Pan 

experience was one of shifting identities in which a privileged, white, upper class Cuban 

boy instantly became a poor, working class Hispanic in the United States. Eire and his 

brother received several foster care placements after arriving in the United States, 

including a placement in an abusive group home, where guardian neglect drove Eire and 

his brother to underage employment as workers sweeping factory floors.  

Paid below minimum wage, the two brothers saved money for the eventual arrival 

of their parents in the United States. “Quite a comedown,” Eire remarks, “for two boys 

formerly listed in the Social Register, and who were raised to believe that certain tasks 

were to be performed only by others, never by us.”67 Eire’s observation is not intended to 

evoke sympathy from the reader in response to his decline in social status; rather, it 

suggests that Eire and his brother were sent from a country wanting for political liberties 

to one in which they were materially deprived.  

Both novels illustrate the impact of Eire’s migration on his personal religious 

faith, his new, socially-imposed racial identity in the United States, and the 

                                                
65 One such occasion was a conference sponsored by the Florida Psychoanalytic Society in February 2006 
entitled “Trauma, Resilience, and Growth: the Pedro Pan Experience”. The conference was followed by a 
dinner dance to benefit the Pedro Pan Archives at Barry University, and Eire served as keynote speaker.  
66 Cathy Shufro, “Cuban dreams,” Yale Alumni Magazine, January/February 2004, accessed April 28, 
2011, http://www.yalealumnimagazine.com/issues/2004_01/eire.html.  
67 Carlos Eire, Learning to Die in Miami: Confessions of a Refugee Boy (New York: The Free Press, 2010), 
147. 
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socioeconomic impact of Operation Pedro Pan. Raised a Catholic in Havana, religion 

becomes a lens through which Eire interprets the purpose of his exile and through which 

he critiques Fidel Castro and the Cuban Revolution in his writing. For Eire, culpability 

lies with his father for permanent separation from his son (Eire’s father would die in 

Cuba) and the failure to spare Eire from the fate of his involuntary exile, an event that 

Eire compares with Christ’s sacrificial death on the cross and abandonment by God, his 

father.  He argues: “any dad that puts his son through so much, making him cry out at the 

end, ‘why have you abandoned me?’ was no dad at all. Lucky me, [Carlos thinks]: my 

inventive, one-of-a-kind dad would never abandon me…He’d do anything for me, except 

sell the portrait of Maria Theresa.”68 Eire’s bitter lamentation is for a father consumed 

with saving the family’s property in Cuba – a father he will never see again. 

In the two novels, Eire associates Castro’s assumption of power in Cuba and his 

own subsequent departure from the island with the end of the world. Recognizing as a 

child that Fulgencio Batista’s Government is corrupt and violent, the young Eire quips 

that with Batista’s departure, the Cubans “could at least enjoy a brief spell of decent 

government before the world ended.”69 In this context, Castro’s triumphant arrival into 

Havana from Eastern Cuba first becomes a salvific gesture. “Come to think of it,” Eire 

writes, “I’d seen a picture of Fidel [in Bohemia] holding a rifle in the very same issue that 

had the article about the end of the world.”70 This view of Castro is short-lived, however, 

as the implications of Castro’s Revolutionary Government for Eire’s future become 

evident. No longer a redeeming figure, Castro’s victory marks the end of Eire’s world, 

his ceasing to be Cuban. Eire laments that “instead of inspecting the clouds” for the 

                                                
68 Carlos Eire, Waiting for Snow in Havana: Confessions of a Cuban Boy (New York: The Free Press, 
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69 Eire, Waiting for Snow in Havana, 180.  
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arrival of Jesus, “[he] should have been scanning the hills and mountains of eastern Cuba. 

Doomsday really did arrive that year, when [he] was in the third grade.”71 

Eire’s use of Catholic philosophy and imagery to critique his father and Castro’s 

Revolutionary ideology represent much more than the author’s own self-identification as 

a Catholic; his comments reveal U.S. Cold War opinion that Fidel Castro posed a threat 

to the young minds of Catholic Cuban children, replacing Catholic doctrine with 

Revolutionary doctrine. Highlighting Castro’s idolatrous actions brings religion to the 

forefront of public Revolutionary discussion and becomes a tool to increase popular 

sentiment against the leader of the Cuban Revolution among contemporary U.S. readers. 

Through exile to the United States, Eire loses his privilege as an upper class, 

white Cuban and becomes a working class Hispanic boy who is racially denigrated and 

receives verbal insults akin to those received by Puerto Rican and Mexican immigrants at 

that time. “It would take only one brief plane ride to turn me from a white boy into a 

spic,”72 he observes in Waiting for Snow in Havana. Referencing Regla, a poor 

municipality of Havana, Eire further laments: “I turned into a Regla wharf boy, there at 

the airport…stripped bare, without a nickel or penny, on the way to a totally uncertain 

future and many years of Reglahood.”73  

Ramón Grosfoguel explains the concept of “spik” when discussing the social 

nature of racial classifications in the United States in Colonial Subjects: Puerto Ricans in 

a Global Perspective. Writing that Puerto Ricans have been racialized as “other” and 

comprise a colonial group in the United States given the relations of power between the 

United States and Puerto Rico, Grosfoguel identifies the term “spiks” as a “depreciative 

                                                
71 Ibid, 181.  
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73 Eire, Waiting for Snow in Havana, 81.  
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classification of Puerto Ricans” that “designates the negative symbolic capital attached to 

the imagined ‘Puerto Rican identity.’”74 While Eire’s young protagonist is unmistakably 

Cuban, the imposition of the Puerto Rican identity is “a racist marker for a new Latino 

immigrant”75 in this context.   

Eire’s inferiority is reinforced not only by his peers, but also by educators 

influenced by prevailing social views of Cuba and the notion that intelligence is linked to 

English comprehension. Describing the academic experience for the numerous young 

Cubans attending his high school in Chicago, Eire writes: “Only a handful of us were 

allowed into the honors courses because the counselors had trouble conceiving of us as 

bright or sufficiently motivated.”76 The discrimination against Eire and his Cuban peers is 

due in part to ignorance of Cuba and of Cuban history. While the only other foreigner in 

Eire’s junior high school in Bloomington is a German boy subjected to Nazi salutes, “no 

one notices [Eire], for no one seems to know where Cuba is, or that it exists.” In fact, the 

school’s history and geography textbooks insist that he “…hail[s] from one of the most 

primitive, corrupt, and politically unstable countries on earth. All of Latin America, 

including Cuba, is like some starving child running amok, half-naked and three-quarters 

savage.”77 

 To communicate the experience of losing one’s cultural identity in favor of 

another, Eire uses dual identifiers to describe his Cuban and American selves and the 

eventual passing of the former in favor of the latter: “I’m not longer just “me,” but 

Charles and Carlos,” he insists.78 He is Carlos to his Cuban past and Charles in his 
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76 Eire, Learning to Die in Miami, 213.  
77 Ibid, 239. 
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American present. Eire writes: “…I’ve become an expert at separating my present life 

from my previous one. Charles has banished Carlos to the grave in which he belongs, a 

grave that is at least ten meters deep, on the planet Vertigo.”79  

By becoming both Carlos and Charles, Eire can separate himself from the pain of 

familial (and cultural) loss and acknowledge his need for self-reliance in the United 

States. Before arriving in the United States through the Freedom Flights, Eire’s mother 

serves as reminder of his Cuban past. “Her visa and exit permit were just over the 

horizon, she kept telling me. It was only a matter of weeks before she’d be able to join us 

in Miami. Carlos loved that, but Charles always had questions. What would Marie 

Antoinette do in Miami? How would we live?”80 By the time Eire’s mother eventually 

immigrates, Charles’ feelings towards her are just short of indifferent as a consequence of 

their separation. “I never think about my parents,” he admits. “I have no idea what they 

do day to day, how they feel, or what, if anything, they’re trying to do to reunite with us. 

And I don’t care to know.” In fact, he adds: “None of my selves care. Ask Carlos, 

Charles, Charlie or Chuck and they’ll give the same answer if they’re being honest.”81  

The mere knowledge that his mother seeks to reunite with her sons in the United 

States does not alter Eire’s thinly veiled regret and resentment over their separation. He 

writes, “children need to press the flesh and to have Mom and Dad there, day in, day out. 

Without that sort of contact, Mom and Dad become ciphers, mere concepts. And once 

they become that, you can kiss Mom and Dad good-bye for good.”82 Thus, although 

Eire’s exile was intended to protect the unity of his family in the face of possible forced 

separation by the Cuban Government for Revolutionary purposes, ironically, it has 
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resulted in his family’s disintegration. Eire candidly writes, “absence doesn’t necessarily 

make the heart grow fonder for children who have every reason to think that they’ve been 

abandoned.”83  

Although Eire’s memoirs ultimately participate in the U.S. rhetorical effort to 

undermine the Revolution and the Castro government, his discussion of his multiple 

selves and the futility of his mother’s journey to the United States are a critical 

contribution to the Pedro Pan exile narratives. Eire’s is one of many accounts that 

highlight the failed stated objective of the U.S. operation - to protect the integrity of the 

Cuban family unit. The caveat is that fault is assigned not to American parties for 

insufficient management of the covert endeavor, but rather to Castro for creating 

circumstances under which the childhood exodus could be marketed as necessary before 

the U.S. public. 

 As the title of Eire’s second novel suggests, the author experiences the death of 

his former Cuban self in Miami.84 The reader can infer from the text that Eire’s 

authorship - penning the novel - has signaled his death, much in the same way that Carlos 

disappeared to make way for Charles during the author’s Miami childhood. The writing 

enables him to pass as American and leave Cuba behind. “Words on paper make me 

totally unidentifiable,” he explains. “With them I can kill Carlos for good, make him 

disappear…So, while I work hard on bending Carlos’s tongue in strange new ways, I 

work just as hard on amassing an arsenal of words in English, which, if spelled correctly, 

will allow me to kill the Cuban in me.”85 

                                                
83 Ibid. 
84 Published simultaneously with the English edition, the Spanish edition of Learning to Die in Miami is 
entitled Miami y Mis Mil Muertes or “Miami and My 1,000 Deaths” (my translation). Interestingly, the 
multiplicity of “deaths” the author experiences is not readily apparent in the English title but is evident in 
the Spanish title.   
85 Eire, Learning to Die in Miami, 160.  
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 While a close reading of Eire’s Learning to Die in Miami provides insight into the 

personal consequences of the Operation Pedro Pan experience for Eire’s physical well-

being and sense of self, the reader does not have to read too closely to recognize that one 

of the greatest consequences of exile for Eire is the fate of his brother. While Eire will 

find a home in writing as a scholar and novelist, he laments that his brother will never 

recover from the boys’ childhood experiences. Eire’s brother’s personal deterioration first 

becomes apparent in the abusive foster home that they share in Miami. “Tony is now a 

body without a spirit,” Eire recalls as he describes Tony’s gradual withdrawal from 

school. “He goes to class and sits at his desk, and he’s counted as present, but he’s not 

really there at all…God only knows where he is, and how far down he’s managed to dive 

into the abyss he brought with him from Cuba.”86 

OPERATION PEDRO PAN IN CHILDREN’S LITERATURE 

Eire’s political perspectives concerning the Cuban Government and its role in 

promoting Operation Pedro Pan are similarly emphasized in two contemporary children’s 

novels entitled Children of Flight Pedro Pan (1994) and The Red Umbrella (2010). 

While the authors of these two novels did not themselves participate in Operation Pedro 

Pan, like Eire, their authorship of these novels provides an opportunity to influence 

present-day as well as future voter opinions concerning how the United States should 

engage with Cuba. Parents who wish to maintain the cultural legacy of Operation Pedro 

Pan, as well as the myths surrounding this covert endeavor, can purchases these texts for 

their children, and in doing so, shape the views of the current generations of Cuban 

American children who will eventually shape policy as voters. 
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Children as Social Actors  

In Learning from the Left: Children’s Literature, the Cold War, and Radical 

Politics in the United States, Julia Mickenberg examines the cultural politics surrounding 

twentieth century children’s literature and the ways in which the political left utilized 

children’s literature to challenge “the culture of containment that admonished children – 

and all Americans – to obey authority, accept the status quo, and embrace the “victory 

culture” of the United States in the struggle against the “Communist menace” at home 

and abroad.”87 Similar scholarship on the subject of children’s literature explores its 

utility as a method of juvenile indoctrination and a space in which an adult agenda can be 

projected onto children. Michelle Ann Abate’s Raising Your Kids Right88 similarly 

explores the use of children’s literature to enforce the agenda of the political right. 

Discussing more broadly the utility of children’s literature, Mickenberg writes, 

“By definition didactic and socializing, children’s literature can distill the values of a 

particular group down to their essence.” In this way, children can become social actors 

who inherit and implement the values espoused by the group. Mickenberg’s analysis 

provides an appropriate framework to examine two pieces of children’s literature that 

attempt to communicate the story of Operation Pedro Pan for a contemporary generation 

of American children.  With a re-telling of this Cold War event, parents can hope to 

cultivate the same sentiments towards Cuba that are espoused by adult Pedro Panes.  
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Sanitized story: Children of Flight Pedro Pan 

In Maria Armengol Acierno’s 1994 children’s novel, Children of Flight Pedro 

Pan,89 ten-year-old Maria Aleman and her brother Jose are flown to Miami from Cuba to 

remain in the care of relatives while their parents monitor the outcome of the Cuban 

Revolution. As Maria and Jose prepare to board the plane in Cuba, uncertain of their 

future, they are comforted by Father Pablo, a priest and family friend. He tells them, “Do 

not be frightened. All of you on this plane are blessed. You are the lucky ones. You are 

the Pedro Pan children.” Father Pablo’s observation confuses Maria, who contemplates 

the meaning of his words. “Wasn’t Peter Pan the character in the story she had read in 

school? The one who led children to Never-Never Land?”90 

Father Pablo’s words provide an apt illustration of the general tone of Acierno’s 

novel for young readers. The plot is laced with Maria’s optimism; Acierno’s protagonist 

is a thoughtful young woman whose – the reader finds - use of reason leads her to 

recognize that her journey to the United States is unquestionably in her best interest. 

As Maria’s life unfolds in Florida, Acierno is careful to incorporate common 

transitions experienced by many Pedro Panes who immigrated to the United States. 

Having limited knowledge of English when she first arrives, Maria is required to take a 

test that will evaluate her preparedness to enter fifth grade at Miami Beach Elementary. 

Given the misguided association of intelligence with English comprehension, Maria tells 

her friend Captain John that although she “should be going into the fifth grade…[she has] 

to take a test first to see if [she is] smart enough.”91 Accustomed to having household 

servants in Cuba, Maria is introduced to chores, cooking, and doing laundry as a young 

woman living in Miami. To some extent, Maria’s participation in household chores 
                                                
89 Reading Level Ages 9-12.  
90 Maria Armengol Acierno, Children of Flight Pedro Pan (New York: Silver Moon Press, 1994), 12-13. 
91 Acierno, 37.  
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signifies the need for self-sufficiency in America and her transition to adulthood after 

immigration.  

The explanation of the circumstances in Cuba that precipitate Maria’s exile, 

however, is limited. Comforting Maria after advising her that the rest of her family would 

be uprooted from Cuba and relocated to Florida, Ines tells her that “…Fidel Castro’s 

regime has made it impossible for people like [her] parents to remain in Cuba. Since they 

oppose the current government, they are in serious danger.”92 Receiving no further 

explanation from her Miami family, Maria “[is] angry with Fidel Castro…and even with 

her parents and Abuela and Ines. She [feels] that everyone ha[s] lied to her.”93 

Although Maria and Jose come from elite Cuban families and are socialized as 

white children in Cuba, in Miami, they are considered black. Young Jose becomes 

involved in a physical altercation at school when his classmate calls him an orphan. 

When the principal chastises him for his violent reaction, Jose explains, “they told [him] 

to go back to Cuba, with all the other Negroes.”94 Perplexed by the prejudice that Jose 

has experienced, Maria recalls, “In Camaguey, her friends had never talked about the 

different colors of their skin. But of course, now they were not in Cuba. They were in 

America, and to everyone else, they were the outsiders. They didn’t belong. They spoke 

with accents and their skin was darker…”95 Eventually, Maria’s Cuban family members 

will join her on the shores in Miami, Florida. 

Children of Flight Pedro Pan is purported to be historic fiction, published by 

Silver Moon Press, a company emphasizing historical children’s literature. In reality, 

Acierno’s novel is a sanitized and over-simplified story in which the Revolution is 
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presented as an uncomplicated event without permanent consequences, save for the 

family’s unified relocation to Miami, a city portrayed as an improvement over Havana. It 

conveys a singular Operation Pedro Pan experience in which the children who are exiled 

through the operation are warmly received in Miami, adjust comfortably to life in the 

United States, and are ultimately reunited with family members in Florida. The reunion is 

at the heart of Acierno’s conclusion, when an adult reader (ostensibly, the book’s buyer) 

is left pondering the impact of the family’s reunion on the two children, whose family 

culture in Florida has been drastically different from that of the Cuban family in Havana.  

Acierno’s version of the Operation Pedro Pan story leaves no room for child 

readers to deduce alternative meanings or to question the circumstances under which 

Maria and her brother were sent to the United States. Ultimately, it serves to silence other 

Operation Pedro Pan journeys whose outcomes may not have been favorable to the men 

and women who journeyed.   

Writing the Revolution: Operation Pedro Pan in The Red Umbrella 

In contrast with Acierno’s Children of Flight Pedro Pan, Cristina Diaz 

Gonzalez’s historic children’s novel The Red Umbrella does not shield the young reader 

from the violent realities of the Cuban Revolution. Gonzalez’s frank portrayals of the 

conflict accompanying the changes in Cuban society during the Revolution can be 

interpreted to have two purposes: educating the child reader about this chapter of Cuban 

history, and communicating the Pedro Pan perspective on the Cuban Government and its 

responsibility for Operation Pedro Pan to future generations of Cuban American children. 

In The Red Umbrella, Gonzalez tells the story of Lucía, a young Cuban girl whose 

family becomes increasingly isolated as they attempt to resist the societal changes 

imposed by the Cuban Revolution. Ultimately, Lucía is sent to Miami through Operation 
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Pedro Pan because of her parents’ concern that the government is monitoring their 

family’s failure to participate in Revolutionary organizations. In contrast with Acierno’s 

work, which is characterized by vague allusions to the Revolution, Gonzalez’s work is a 

vivid Revolutionary story in which violence and familial disruption are brought to the 

forefront. Gonzalez provides a thorough context for Lucía’s family’s decision to send her 

and her brother Frankie away. 

On one occasion when she is out in the afternoon with her brother, Lucía privately 

witnesses an assault on her father’s boss, Señor Betafil, and another employee. Lucía’s 

father’s boss is being beaten in the soldiers’ attempt to solicit information, and before 

long, Lucía and her brother witness his execution.  Lucía is not spared from the realities 

of the Revolution, but she is largely unaware of the Revolution’s implications in Cuba. 

Her unawareness is revealed during her contemplation of Betafil’s death: “I’d hear stories 

on TV of traitors being executed, but those people were trying to harm us.” Lucía 

concludes, “He must have been. The revolution wouldn’t execute innocent men.”96 Lucía 

later encounters the hanging body of a local pharmacists who sought to peacefully 

organize and discuss the changes that had been enacted by the Revolutionary 

Government. 

Although Lucía’s parents have refrained from allowing Lucía and her brother to 

join Jóvenes Rebeldes and Los Pioneros, groups that facilitated Cuban children’s 

participation in the Revolution, Gonzalez introduces the rhetoric of the Revolution in the 

form of Lucía’s friends, who actively participate in the youth groups, join the literacy 

campaigns to fulfill a “duty to the revolution,” and repeat Revolutionary terms and 

slogans in their social conversations. Lucía’s best friend Ivette uses these deprecating 
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terms to describe the arrest of a classmate’s father. “They picked up a bunch of anti-

revolutionaries,” she explains to Lucía. “Her father’s such a lowlife. What a stupid 

gusano.”97 The term “gusano” was popularly used in Cuban society to refer to Cubans 

who were against the revolution. The domestic repercussions for gusanos who did not 

leave the island typically included social sanctions; they were often removed from 

universities, jobs, and the government.98 

Arguing with Lucía over her desire to become involved with the brigades, Lucía’s 

father articulates his specific concerns regarding the Revolution’s influence in the family 

that is intended to be a lesson for the book’s young reader. “They don’t care about 

breaking up families,” he advises her. “It’s actually what they want. To destroy the 

family so the only thing left is the revolution, just like Karl Marx suggested.” Moreover, 

he adds, “…this so-called revolution continues to go after anyone who dares to think. To 

disagree.”99 When Lucía’s father is temporarily arrested, and their family is informed that 

Lucía’s ability to finish her education is predicated upon her involvement in 

Revolutionary activities, such as the brigades, her parents decide to obtain visa waivers 

for Lucy and Frankie to leave for the United States temporarily. Seeking to protect his 

children, Lucía’s father tells her, “These brigades are only the beginning.” He adds, 

“Hundreds of children have already been sent to Russia and Czechoslovakia on supposed 

scholarships. And it won’t end there.”100  

Fearful of leaving her family, Lucía points out the inherent contradiction in her 

father’s decision to send her abroad as a means of protecting the unity of their family. 
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“…If you send us to the U.S.,” she insists, “we still won’t be together.” Her father’s 

response is intended to signal to the young reader the importance of ideological freedom 

above all else. “True,” he acknowledges, “but I’d rather have you safe, living with a good 

family in the U.S., than staying in your own country with these godforsaken soldiers.”101 

Lucía’s father’s decision is final; she has no power to change it, nor is she encouraged to 

challenge it because of cultural norms.  

The title of Gonzalez’s novel, the red umbrella becomes a symbol of loss for 

Lucía and her brother, Frankie. It is Lucía’s last vision of Cuba and the means by which 

her mother says goodbye to her as she and Frankie depart for Miami. Upon her arrival in 

the United States, the red umbrella is the first thing to cross Lucía’s mind: “It was no 

longer here to protect us, and neither was she.”102 Early on in the novel, Lucía had 

rejected her mother’s use of the red umbrella around town, believing that its uniqueness 

drew unwanted attention to them. It is meaningful that, in the United States, Gonzalez’s 

protagonist longs for the individualism represented by the umbrella – a distinctiveness 

she once rejected and took for granted in Cuba. 

Unlike the young Pedro Pan protagonists of Armengol’s children’s novel, Lucía 

and her brother do not have family members to warmly greet them at the airport and 

bring them home. Instead, they are placed in camps that are run by the Catholic Welfare 

Bureau. During her first night in the Kendall Camp, “…all [Lucía] could hear were the 

echoes of [her] sobs from the girls in the other beds. [They] were all alone…together.”103  

 Like Eire, Lucía is hesitant to share the reality of her experience in the United 

States with her family members in Cuba out of fear that they will be alarmed while 
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powerless to do anything to alter her circumstances. Although her brother begs her to tell 

their parents to send money for a swift return to Cuba, Lucía refuses. “I thought about the 

letters I’d written every day to my parents,” she admits. “Telling them it’d been a mistake 

to send us here. That we wanted to go back. How all those letters were still sitting in my 

suitcase, never to be mailed.”104 During the few occasions in which Lucía and Frankie 

speak to their family in Cuba via phone from their foster family’s home in Nebraska, 

Lucía warns Frankie “not to say anything that might make [their] parents worry.”105 

 Away from her mother’s shadow and the gendered norms of Cuban society, 

Lucía’s coming-of-age experience in the United States is similar to that of many of her 

Cuban peers who seek independence and recognition. Her mother communicates her 

parental expectations regarding Lucía’s comportment and behavior to an astonished 

Lucía. “She was still trying to tell me how to act,” Lucía admits, “even though she was so 

far away.”106 After hearing a laundry list of things that she should avoid, including make-

up and high heels, Lucía comments on the futility of her mother’s parenting: “She’d sent 

us to a different country by ourselves, but she was worried about my wearing makeup? 

Here I was, taking care of Frankie and myself…I certainly was old enough to make my 

own decisions.”107 Lucía symbolically declares the loss of her mother and her Cuban 

homeland by inviting her foster mother to cut her hair – a gesture that had formerly been 

reserved for Lucía’s mother upon her return to Cuba. 

The positive public reception of Gonzalez’s young adult novel is evident not only 

in the eight awards the book received after it was published in May 2010,108 but also in 
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the language used by book reviewers in both traditional and non-traditional online spaces. 

A review from Publishers Weekly on the Barnes and Noble Booksellers website states, 

“the memorable heroine and supporting cast offer a moving portrait of resilience and 

reinvention,” and “Gonzales (sic) believably escalates harrowing political events and 

their personal costs to Lucía’s family,”109 painting Operation Pedro Pan in a heroic light.  

An Amazon.com reader of Gonzalez’s novel favorably reviews the author’s 

portrayal of Lucía’s parents and foster parents, writing, “the characters, including the 

loving, imperfect adults, are authentic.”110 What is significant about these reviews is that 

they indicate the author’s success in communicating a specific message about the events 

of Operation Pedro Pan and the parties responsible. A young child simply trying to 

survive the political forces that have affected her, Lucía is attributed superhero qualities 

by the first reviewer, who views Lucía’s departure from Cuba as a cleansing “fresh start.” 

The second reviewer’s language suggests that the reviewer questions Gonzalez’s premise 

– that Lucía’s parents had no choice but to send her away – but affirms that the Cuban 

parents were also victims in this seemingly forced separation. 

An even stronger indicator of the book’s positive receptivity among readers (and 

their acceptance of its message) is the online traffic that Gonzalez’s Facebook page for 

The Red Umbrella has received. On January 25th, 2011, one woman’s post revealed that 

reading the text and passing it along to her daughter enabled her to pass on her cultural 

history. “Bought the book yesterday, finished reading it today and my 10 year old is half 

way through it,” the reader comments on The Red Umbrella’s Facebook wall. “Thanks 

for writing about our Cuban history that we can be so proud to share with our 
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children.”111 A recent Facebook wall post on April 18, 2011 from a young girl expressed 

her pride at being “the first to finish the book in the whole school,” as well as her 

excitement that Gonzalez would be coming to her school in early May 2011. The book 

has also been youth-reviewed on several personal blogs.112  

The author’s intention that The Red Umbrella be used as an instructional tool and 

historical text is evident not only from her frequent school visits to lecture on the novel 

and her invitation to “skype” with students, but also from the recent release of a teacher’s 

study guide to accompany the novel. Significantly, one of the “pre-activities” suggested 

for student readers is to create a chart in which the student outlines “what [he/she] 

already know[s] about Cuba.” He or she is then instructed to go online and consult the 

CIA website for supplementary information about Cuba. Incredibly, discussion questions 

that are formulated for each chapter invite students to, among other things, compare 

socialism with communism and capitalism, construct an editorial about Fidel Castro, and 

evaluate whether or not Lucía should join the young communist organization Jóvenes 

Rebeldes.113 That is to say, the questions appear to serve political objectives. 

The daughter of Pedro Panes, Christina Diaz Gonzalez’s The Red Umbrella is a 

compelling example of how literature can be used to perpetuate Cold War perspectives 

on Operation Pedro Pan and influence policy perspectives on the Cuban Government 

among younger generations.114  
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OPERATION PEDRO PAN IN THEATER 

 Award-winning contemporary Cuban playwright Melinda Lopez shares 

Gonzalez’s emphasis on using creative writing as a venue for engaging with the public on 

the subject of Operation Pedro Pan. Lopez’s recent play “Sonia Flew” is the recipient of 

the Elliot Norton Award for “Best New Play” and has been honored by the Independent 

Reviewers of New England as “Best Play” and “Best Production.” A local production of 

“Sonia Flew” was performed at Texas Tech University in Lubbock in February 2011 

following regional productions at the Huntington Theatre in Boston, the Coconut Grove 

Playhouse in Miami, Florida, the Laguna Playhouse in Laguna Beach, California, the 

Steppenwolf Theatre in Chicago, and in various festivals nationwide.115  

In “Sonia Flew,” Lopez tells the story of Sonia, a grown Pedro Pan who has 

survived her childhood migration to the United States but has not outgrown the isolation 

and memories accompanying her immigration. Lopez reveals in her writing that the 

legacy of Operation Pedro Pan is costly not only for those involved, but also for their 

families. Sonia is a wife and mother of two whose flashbacks to her 1961 emigration 

from Cuba explain her paralyzing fear of familial separation. In the wake of the terrorist 

attacks on the World Trade Center in September 2001, Sonia’s son, Zak, commits himself 

to military service against her wishes in order to fulfill what he perceives to be a political 

obligation to his country. Confronting his imminent departure, Sonia battles her fears of 

abandonment and family division that are rooted in her childhood departure from Cuba 

through Operation Pedro Pan.  

In the course of the play, the audience of “Sonia Flew” discovers that Sonia’s fear 

of flying in planes has not only prevented her from traveling with her family to Florida 
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for the holidays, but has also caused her to have a panic attack on a recent flight that she 

attempted in order to attend a conference. Sonia’s past – her initial departure from Cuba 

through Operation Pedro Pan - is always with her. One evening, she recalls her fearful 

emotions during that flight for her husband, Daniel: 

SONIA. Everything went black, and then I was burning up. Couldn’t 

breathe. I guess I was crying. Moaning they said. 

DANIEL. That’s what the stewardess said. 

SONIA. I guess I was disturbing first class. 

DANIEL. They said you threw a punch or two. 

SONIA. I didn’t want to be on that plane. I can’t describe it. It was just a 

stupid conference. There wasn’t any need for me to go to a stupid 

conference. They found a better speaker. Next time, it’ll be fine.116  

Although Sam, Daniel’s father, and Sonia have different perspectives on Zak’s 

decision to go to war, they have a shared experience in leaving their respective 

homelands at a young age, neither by choice. Sam left Poland to escape Nazi persecution. 

ZAK. Papí, how old were you again? When you left Poland. How’d you 

do it? 

SAM. Who has a choice? I had to. Fourteen? Fifteen? It’s funny how you 

forget. Fifteen I think. Fourteen? You know, it was easy for me. Compared 

to some. 

JEN. Easy? 

SAM. My uncle and his family were here already. That part was easy.117  
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A Cuban child forced to migrate to the United States, Sonia’s inability to choose 

her own fate in 1961 has impaired her ability to accept her son Zak’s decision to go to 

war in December 2001. The audience can infer that she might have chosen a different 

outcome to avoid separation from her own Cuban homeland and family during her 

childhood. She couldn’t prevent her own departure for the United States, and for this 

reason, wishes that Zak would choose to stay because he has the option that she was 

never given. Zak cannot relate to his mother’s experience of leaving her home country, 

and he critically views his mother’s departure as a failure to defend her country. Because 

she neglects to talk about her experience in a manner that is comprehensible to him, he 

continues to remain in the dark. He criticizes her for abandoning her principles: 

ZAK. You’re wrong that it doesn’t affect you. You’re wrong that it’s 

buried. You’re wrong that you walked away from it.  

Although his family tries to interrupt him, he continues: 

ZAK. And I’m not going to run. I’m going to do something. I would have 

done something – 

SONIA. I did not run. I was sent.  

ZAK. Whatever – 

SONIA. Not the same thing – 118 

 The argument culminates with Zak’s accusation, further revealing his lack of 

information regarding the circumstances under which Sonia immigrated: 

ZAK. I think it’s time for someone to look around at what we have, and 

go, this is worth sacrificing for. Grampa did. He went to war for it. What 

did you ever give up? 
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SONIA. I gave up plenty. Don’t you call me out about paying dues, 

because I have paid them.119 

Zak fails to recognize the multitude of personal sacrifices that his mother was 

required to make as an unaccompanied Cuban child growing up in the United States. 

Accusing her of failing to see that their lives and comfort in Minnesota are worth a 

personal sacrifice, he attacks her complacency and neglects the fact that she was a child 

pawn in the war. Ultimately, she paid her dues with her permanent loss of homeland.  

Sonia tells Zak that if he leaves and enlists, she will never forgive him. She begs 

her father-in-law to confirm that she is not alone with her feelings of loss and absence, 

that these are the feelings that await her son. Although Sam is the only one who does not 

comprise Sonia’s immediate family, she believes he is the only one who can understand 

the pain that her family can’t comprehend.  

SONIA. The things you’ve forgotten, Sam. What are they? Can you tell 

him? The things you put aside, that you cut out of yourself to survive. You 

never talk about it, Sam, but I know it’s there. I recognize it in you. I 

know.120  

Like Lucía’s father in The Red Umbrella, the reader finds in Act II (set in Havana 

in 1961) that Sonia’s father is also intimidated by supporters of the Revolution at work, 

prompting him to force Sonia’s attendance at a public rally for Fidel on the day she is to 

celebrate her quinceañera. When Sonia’s father approaches her mother about sending 

Sonia to the literacy brigades and “waiting out” the Revolution by keeping the 

appearance that their family is committed, the heated conflict that arises between the two 

mirrors the conflict between the adult Sonia and her husband regarding their son’s 
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decision to enlist after 9/11. Sonia’s mother prefers that Sonia leave for the United States 

to study for a year.  

Distinct from the protagonists in the works of Eire, Acierno, and Gonzalez, the 

young Sonia defies her mother’s request to send her to the United States because she is 

already involved with Revolutionary youth organizations and is attracted to another 

young revolutionary named Tito. Sonia is so invested, in fact, that her mother, Pilar, is 

concerned that her own daughter may be reporting on their family’s commitment to the 

revolution:  

PILAR: She watches us now. Watches everything. Like she’s taking 

notes. Dear God, am I saying this? I think she talks to Tito. I think she 

tells him things.121  

 When Tito becomes aware of Sonia’s family’s plans to send her away for “a 

scholarship”122 and that her commitment to Tito to teach will not be fulfilled, there is an 

unspoken recognition by all present that the failure to supply the teachers Tito has 

promised will compromise his favor with the Cuban Government. In an act of 

desperation, Pilar pledges to take her daughter’s place, affirming, “I want to serve my 

country. I am a patriot.”123 This gesture proves to be a true sacrifice when the reader 

discovers that Sonia’s mother is in poor health and in no shape to travel and teach.  

 Lopez’s protagonist provides a unique contribution to the literary study of the 

impact of Operation Pedro Pan on its participants in that Lopez’s Sonia is a Pedro Pan 

who foresees the fate of her family before she has even left Cuba. It is not the exile that 
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will ultimately separate her family, but rather their insistence that she leave which 

prompts her to disown them: 

YOUNG SONIA: I will go because you ask me. I go because I am a good 

daughter, and that’s what you taught me to be. But never again. Let me be 

clear, Mamá, Papí, let me be so clear. After today, I am grown. And I am 

not yours anymore. Do you hear this? I am not yours anymore.124   

Sonia’s vow never to forgive her son Zak for his decision to leave and join the 

military is a fifty-year echo of her vow never to forgive her mother for forcing her to 

leave. She recognizes that the lure of the revolution prompted her to defy her family and 

fears the loss of her own son for the same reasons. She is desperate to liberate Zak from 

the same rhetoric to which she was bound:  

SONIA. Read between the lies, damn it, can’t you see through the lies – 

can’t you see? This is what they do – they turn children – they turn 

children against you, against the people who love them most – this is how  

it starts – 125 

Sonia’s family has lost the ability to relate to her. Her childhood experience with 

Operation Pedro Pan, incomprehensible even to herself, has culminated in isolation from 

her very own family.  

Lopez’s work is an important departure from the other fictional texts this report 

examines. While Eire’s novels and the children’s literary texts suggest that Pedro Panes 

have adopted the same Cold War rhetoric that characterized their arrival in the United 

States, Lopez instead shows that the Pedro Pan inheritance is not the American dream, 

but rather lifelong abandonment. Lopez’s dialogue among the characters directly engages 
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with the subject of national rhetoric and its devastating impact on the choices made by 

several characters. 

Theater as nationality: Eduardo Machado 

Cuban American playwright Eduardo Machado, another survivor of Operation 

Pedro Pan, reveals a transition similar to Eire’s - from economic and racial privilege to 

poverty - in his culinary memoir Tastes Like Cuba: An Exile’s Hunger for Home. 

Machado describes the impact of this migration experience from the economic 

perspective of a youth: “what had happened to us? From a mansion to a shack.”126 When 

Machado’s reunited family later moves to California, the distinction between his family 

and the Californians with their “beige skin, blond hair [and] white teeth” is evident to 

Machado. “It’s a strange feeling to suddenly become foreign,” he writes. “[B]ut there we 

were, so obviously the ‘others.’”127 

Machado, Professor of Dramatic Writing at New York University, has authored 

more than 40 plays. Discussing his professional career as a playwright, Machado 

indicates that the theatre has provided a home that he never found in the United States. 

“When I grew up, I didn’t think this would be my life [theater], because people were 

telling me for 10 years we would go back to Cuba,” he admits. “But in the last 10 years, I 

found out I was a writer. And that gave me a nationality, a place, something to hope 

for.”128 On October 30, 1961 at the age of 8, Machado and his brother were flown to the 

United States after being detained at the airport in Havana for twelve hours. Arriving in 
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Miami, Machado writes: “they sat us in a little room to make sure we weren’t 

Communists, and gave us shots. I was so terrified, I was numb.”129  

 In a 1994 interview for New York Times Magazine, Machado relates his family’s 

obsession with viewing Cuba as “a lost Eden” to his feelings of national homelessness.  

When Eduardo was reunited with his family after the temporary separation they endured 

as a consequence of Operation Pedro Pan, his family would constantly compare their 

quality of life at the time with an idyllic former quality of life that they imagined they 

experienced in Cuba. Machado recalls this vividly. “If you were at the beach at Malibu,” 

he says, “my dad would say, ‘How can we get into the water when it’s so cold?’ In 

Miami, the water was too hot.” Comparably, “If you were doing well, and you bought a 

six-bedroom house, it wasn’t as good as the mansion.” For Machado, the consequence of 

this nostalgic recollection of the past was a sense of foreignness even in one’s own 

present. “You grew up thinking that you weren’t really living in the place that you were 

living in,” he explains. “To this day, it’s one of my problems, that I always think I’m not 

living anywhere.”130 

 While this report does not examine the text of Machado’s plays, readers can 

consult Machado’s The Floating Island Plays for further insight into the ways in which 

the rhetoric accompanying Operation Pedro Pan is incorporated into fictional works that 

have the capacity to influence audiences, and through audiences, policy perspectives on 

U.S.-Cuban relations today. 
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Chapter 3: Pedro Panes as Media Pawns 

While the writings of Pedro Pan novelists and playwrights - as well as the 

children’s novels that have been written on this topic - depict the personal consequences 

of Operation Pedro Pan for the men and women who immigrated through this program, 

readers can look to the American press from the early 1960s to better understand how the 

plight of the Pedro Pan children was exploited for purposes of building U.S. anti-Cuban 

sentiment and hardened attitudes towards communism. Visual media tools were utilized 

for similar purposes. The Cold War rhetoric surrounding the Cuban youth’s immigration 

to the United States that was embedded in Cold War American media and film is now 

echoed in contemporary media outlets, through which adult Pedro Panes promote the 

same conservative attitudes towards Castro, communism, and the Cuban Government that 

characterized their arrival as children between 1960 and 1962.  

MEDIA TOUTS UNITED STATES AS A SAFE HAVEN 

The U.S. Government’s intention to garner public support for its policy objectives 

concerning the Cuban Government in the Cold War period was facilitated by media 

propaganda stressing the plight of Cuban children under Castro. The use of Cuban 

children as media pawns can best be observed in American newspaper articles from the 

early 1960s that discuss or feature Cuban “refugee” children arriving in the United States 

through Operation Pedro Pan.  

Although the covert endeavor officially began on December 26, 1960,131 

Operation Pedro Pan was initially withheld from the American public in an effort to 
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prevent discovery by Castro and the Cuban government, as well as to avoid backlash 

against Cuban families whose children had obtained visa waivers to leave. Despite a 

statement by the chief coordinator of Operation Pedro Pan through the Catholic Welfare 

Bureau, Monsignor Bryan Walsh, that “every effort was made during the entire Operation 

Pedro Pan to keep it secret and to avoid any effort to use it for political propaganda,”132 

U.S. press articles featuring the refugee children are highly politicized and suggestive of 

the possibility that caring for the immigrant children offered an opportunity for 

Americans to participate in the national struggle against Castro and communism. An 

analysis of these publications reveals that children of Operation Pedro Pan played a 

critical role in U.S. media efforts to emphasize the threat posted by other Cold War 

actors, to exaggerate and criticize social conditions in Cuba under Castro, and to depict 

the horrors of communism. 

When Operation Pedro Pan emerged in the mainstream American press in 1962, it 

appeared in newspapers nationwide and was featured in many local papers that were 

published by towns and cities that had welcomed the foreign “youngsters” in response to 

a call for foster homes by the Catholic Welfare Bureau in Miami, the entity that was 

authorized to carry out the operation. One of the media sources in which Pedro Panes 

were most prominently featured, however, was The Miami Herald.  

In a Herald article from August of 1962, 13-year-old Anna María Delgado is 

depicted as a young refugee whose journey to Miami from her home in Matanzas, Cuba 

is an escape from “the Russians” as well as the “Africans” who began to attend her 

school and who are “all over the place,” are “always barefooted,” and who “talk funny.” 

The reader is invited to sympathize for the child as a consequence of the fear that she 
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experiences in the presences of these intimidating foreigners, among them “Russian 

soldiers in heavy boots,” a fear that inspires Anna to seek refuge in Miami International 

Airport.133 Unknowingly referring to the buildup of Russian soldiers and the provisions 

of Soviet war equipment to Cuba in the summer of 1962,134 Anna holds symbolic power 

as an innocent victim of Soviet aggression. Moreover, she can be interpreted as a 

spokesperson for hawkish Americans seeking justification for military intervention in 

Cuba. 

In another interesting example of U.S. foreign policy propaganda filtered through 

Operation Pedro Pan and featuring Cold War actors, a Miami News article written by 

Mary Louise Wilkinson in February of 1962 tells the story of several Cuban youth who 

are refugees from a Cuba that, according to the article, is at the mercy and under the 

influence of the Soviet Union. Wilkinson writes that, “as the Soviet bear [tightens] its 

stranglehold on the Cuban people…all too often the fathers and mothers have no choice” 

but to send their children to the United States.135  The article’s message not only suggests 

that Cuba is a puppet of Soviet influence, but also attempts to demean the Cuban 

government by emphasizing the island’s political and economic dependency on the 

Eastern superpower in the wake of the suspension of the U.S. sugar quota in July of 1960, 

as well as the partial U.S. embargo trade restrictions applied by Eisenhower in October of 

that same year.136 In contrast with Cuba, therefore, the United States becomes a place in 

which children can be adequately provided for.  
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In addition to the critical portrayal of Cold War actors, a second dominant theme 

that can be observed in articles featuring the children of Pedro Pan is the portrayal of 

Cuba as an impoverished country under the careless leadership of Fidel Castro, who, 

according to various press sources, is preventing Cuban children from achieving a 

primary education. While statistics indicate that in 1959, “half of Cuba’s children did not 

attend school at all,”137 the articles published in 1962 that report a failure on the part of 

the Castro government to educate children largely neglect to specify that children did 

have the option to obtain schooling in the wake of the Revolution, albeit no longer in a 

private educational environment after the Castro government closed the private school 

system in 1961.138   

A March 1962 article from the Evansville Press of Evansville, Indiana, relates the 

story of fifty Pedro Pans who are resettled in the Evansville area after journeying to 

Miami. Portrayed as helpless and in need, the children are depicted as youngsters full of 

gratitude for their American rescuers. The article paints a vivid image of the Cuba that 

two particular little girls, one arriving in “four thin dresses,”139 left behind. In addition to 

avoiding “the Communists,” the girls are reported to have made the journey both because 

“they hadn’t seen the inside of a school house since Castro closed the schools” the 

previous year and because “they were hungry.”140 

 In an effort to undermine the integrity of the Castro regime, the news article 

neglects to factually report on other educational initiatives undertaken by the Cuban 
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Government in the aftermath of the Revolution, including the 1960-1961 Literacy 

Campaign to engage urban youth as reading and writing teachers in rural areas of 

Cuba.141 It is worth mentioning that, similar to other articles representing a myriad of 

foreign policy themes that will be analyzed, “Cuban Tots” attempts to sensationalize the 

operation removing children from Cuba by cloaking Pedro Pan and the identities of the 

minors in secrecy. News reporter Gene Miller writes, “no one is telling how it (the 

Operation) is done” because “the risk of reprisal is too great.” As far as the arriving 

children are concerned, he writes, “the names used will not be real.”142  

This exaggeration of the Cuban social condition under Castro can also be seen in 

the aforementioned Wilkinson article, which features “pocket-size Cuban refugee” Oscar, 

whose journey to the United States is a consequence of hunger and the apparent inability 

of his “Communist-caught parents” to provide for him. “I came here,” Oscar advises 

Wilkinson, “because my grandmother couldn’t get me anything to eat in Cuba. She’s too 

old to stand in line.”143 Despite the historic context of Oscar’s observation, the 

establishment of a food rationing system in Cuba in March of 1962 due to changes in 

farm ownership and organization, as well as the hardship imposed by the U.S. embargo, 

the pity for Oscar is intended to evoke criticism towards the Cuban Government who, in 

the official U.S. perspective, is responsible for its own economic crisis resulting from the 

establishment of an inefficient socialist system.  

Wilkinson also seeks to elicit pity from the reader by observing that the children 

with whom she speaks “talk in adult terms about things with which no child should have 

to contend.” In contrast with the dismal Cuba, the United States is portrayed as a haven 
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for children like Oscar, who is able to have a carefree existence and receive an education 

at his Kindergarten, where he “…[learns his] ABC’s, lunch[es] at tiny, chin-high tables, 

watch[es] television and play[s].” According to the article, Miami is a welcome home for 

the children refugees like Consuelo, who “…knows she isn’t in Cuba and says she 

doesn’t want to go back.”144   

Perhaps the most eye-opening element of this article is the politicizing of the 

American children’s game ‘Cops and Robbers’145 in which the embodiment of Fidel 

Castro as a ‘bad guy’ is indicative of a desire to sell U.S. Governmental opinion of Castro 

to and through children of Operation Pedro Pan. At play, another Cuban child, 6-year old 

Pedro (who, incidentally, “insists that it’s pronounced Peter,”) withdraws a toy gun and 

cries, “Fidel will die when I shoot him. Bam! He’s bad. He shoots Americans. He’d shoot 

me, too, if I was there.” Oscar, who is also at play with Pedro, “…dashes off momentarily 

to chase an unseen Communist adversary…”146 Pedro’s incorporation of political 

aggression as a simple child at play can be understood as a tactic not only to explicitly 

reveal contempt for the Castro regime on the part of its own citizens, but also to 

communicate subliminally that Castro’s communist influence has so profoundly affected 

Cuban youth that even their simple child’s play has not been spared. 

A February 1962 article in the Marathon Keynoter of Marathon, Florida paints a 

similar picture of a poverty-stricken, militaristic Cuba under which Cuban children suffer 

from hunger due to coercive activity on the part of the government, which is depicted as 

unable to provide for them. The three Pedro Panes featured in the article “…tell of 

standing in food lines for up to six hours – only to be driven away hungry by armed 
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soldiers.” In addition, the author writes contemptuously, “between the three day intervals 

they filled in a sketchy diet with “cow” pumpkins, a rather tasteless, gourd-like 

melon’.”147 The reader is again given no factual context for the alleged plight of the 

children.  

The article also attempts to appeal to conservative Americans intolerant of the 

newly designated atheistic state of the Cuban government. In what the author describes as 

“Communist cunning, carefully employed,” the children have recalled for the author an 

activity administered in their schools in Cuba in which prayers to God for ice cream go 

answered, while prayers to Castro result in a cup of ice cream placed before each student. 

Only under the guidance of an American guardian, the author argues, will “these Godless 

thoughts… no doubt soon vanish from the minds of Carlos, Marjorie, and Alicia.”148 

Cuba, then, becomes a conversion project for the American populace to restore religious 

observance in Cuba, beginning with the Pedro Panes who are temporarily sheltered in 

their care.  

Although children of Operation Pedro Pan served as a tool for the U.S. media to 

criticize the Castro regime for the poor social conditions in Cuba that the United States 

attributed solely to the regime, not all news articles were embellished as greatly as those 

that have been cited. From the perspective of U.S. policy towards Cuba, the utility of 

these and other articles containing subtler criticism of the Cuban Government was that, 

although delivered in the same spirit as U.S. foreign policy perspective, these criticisms 

were voiced not by Americans, but by (young) Cuban citizens renouncing their own 
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leader. Moreover, the political subtext of many of the articles pandered to the 

conservative, resident Cuban-American community.  

An article published by the Diocese of Alexandria, Louisiana, featured the 

perspective of nine young Cuban men who, according to the article, were “made 

homeless by Communism.” The young men echo U.S. governmental opinion of Fidel 

Castro. “We didn’t know he was such a bad man,”149 one of the boys states. Regarding 

the ability to leave the island, they assert that Castro restricts migration and that no 

Cubans are able to leave “until Fidel says it is all right to go.” It is interesting to pair this 

article’s publicity of Cuba as a prison-like island from which few could escape in that 

historic moment not only with the realization of Kennedy’s initial encouragement of 

illegal Cuban emigration as a destabilizing tactic,150 but also with imminent migration 

restrictions that would soon be imposed upon U.S. citizens by their own government. 

The children of Operation Pedro Pan play a pivotal role in U.S. media efforts not 

only to illustrate the international threat posed by other Cold War actors and to criticize 

socioeconomic conditions under the government of Fidel Castro, but also to provide a 

condemnation of the tragedy of communism as an international menace. The Steubenville 

Register, a Catholic151 publication from Steubenville, Ohio, features a March 1962 article 

entitled “Cuban Reds Concentrate on Conquering Children” in which the author portrays 

Cuban children as victims of a governmental campaign to “capture the minds of Cuban 
                                                
149 “Young Cubans Find Refuge in Diocese,” February 9, 1962.  
150 José Buajasán Marrawi and José Luis Méndez, La República de Miami (La Habana: Editorial de 
Ciencias Sociales, 2003), 116.  
151 The significance of publications such as the Steubenville Register is that the Catholic Church in the 
United States and Cuba was vehemently counter-revolutionary and vocally critical of Castro and 
communism. Of the Catholic Church in the U.S., Torres explains, “Communism was seen as the antithesis 
of a Catholic way of life that valued family and private education,” such that “one of the strongest allies of 
the U.S. government’s fight against communism became the Catholic Church” (The Lost Apple, 36). 
Within Cuba, Crespo and Marrawi write that “...la Iglesia, al oponerse al proceso transformador 
revolucionario de la sociedad, asumió una posición de confrontación política no solo con la dirección 
revolucionaria, sino también con las masas populares” (24). 
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children.” The campaign that is referenced by the article refers to the two student groups 

created to monitor counter-revolutionary activity, the Union of Rebel Pioneers and the 

Association of Rebel Youths.152  

The extent of the educational programs’ influence, however, is greatly 

exaggerated by the article’s author(s). Offering no factual, propaganda-free reference to 

the student organizations, or to the Cuban Government’s literacy campaigns, the 

author(s) dramatize(s) that “from the moment the Cuban child leaves the cradle until he 

reaches young manhood, his education is rigidly prescribed by the state.” In the article’s 

conclusion, Cuba’s Rebel Youth Association is deprecatingly recognized as one in which, 

to the apparent detriment of Cuban youth, membership is a matter of ideological 

achievement, and “…mountainous hatreds are instilled” into the nation’s boys and 

girls.153 While not specifically children of the Operation Pedro Pan program, these Cuban 

children are used to illustrate an explicit link between hatred and communist ideology. 

What is significant is that the language the author uses to assess the deeply rooted 

communist influence in revolutionary society will later become the rhetoric used by 

Pedro Panes to retrospectively justify the need for Operation Pedro Pan. 

Another article featuring Pedro Panes stresses that the threat of communism is not 

limited to Cuba and the Soviet Union, but rather has infiltrated the international system. 

A clipping from the Miami Daily News in March of 1962, reporting on the influx of 8,000 

Cuban children to Florida through Operation Pedro Pan, asserts that “in all the countries 

which the Communists have taken over, the hard party corps concentrates on 

indoctrination of the children on the theory that adults are less likely to accept 

                                                
152 Conde, 30-1.  
153 “Cuban Reds Concentrate on Conquering Children,” The Steubenville Register, March 22, 1962, 1.  
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brainwashing and become Communists.”154 Notably, there is a lack of specificity as to 

which countries have been “taken over.” Of greater significance, however, is the news 

media’s appropriation of the children of Pedro Pan as victims of a virulent communist 

ideology that is allegedly sweeping the world.  

THE LOST APPLE: A COLD WAR VISUAL MEDIA TOOL 

While newspaper publications from the early 1960s used Cuban immigrant 

children to form strong attitudes against Cuba and the Castro Government among adult 

mainstream Americans, a documentary commissioned by the U.S. Government in the 

early 1960s told the Cuban children arriving through Operation Pedro Pan how they 

should interpret their own Operation Pedro Pan experience.  

Entitled The Lost Apple, the documentary is set to a popular children’s nursery 

rhyme about a young child who refuses an apple offered him, preferring instead the one 

that he has lost. As the film begins, a young Cuban boy is driven to Florida City, one of 

several camps that were prepared and staffed by the Catholic Welfare Bureau for Cuban 

children arriving through Operation Pedro Pan without families to receive them. 

Describing the film’s opening mood in her own assessment of the visual production, 

María de los Angeles Torres writes, “through the music and imagery, we feel the sense of 

loss and abandonment clearly palpable in the child’s expressions.”155 

Advising the Pedro Panes that “[they] are here under the sheltered skies of the 

United States far from the land where [they] were born,” Florida City camp director Fr. 

Cistierna tasks the Cuban children at the camp with an overtly political responsibility 

concerning the Cuba they had left behind.  Urging the children to be “boys and girls with 

a great sense of responsibility,” he tells them: “there is a new society, a new world 
                                                
154 “Cuban Children Find Freedom,” The Miami News, March 9, 1952.   
155 María de los Angeles Torres, The Lost Apple, 19.  
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waiting ahead of you, a homeland that you have to build.” “That new homeland,” he 

continues, “that new world, can only be built with new men. ”156  

The priest designates the Cuban Pedro Panes as those who will build this world to 

which he refers. “That is what Cuba is waiting for from all of you,” he insists. “A Cuba 

of tomorrow hopes that you do not fall into the same errors that have caused the present 

tragedy.”157 In his own analysis of The Lost Apple film, Victor Andres Triay points to the 

critical implications of Fr. Cistierna’s words for the children of Operation Pedro Pan. 

“Both the speech and the reaction to it clearly illustrate that the priest’s audience believes 

that its return to Cuba is imminent,” he writes. “They would undoubtedly have been 

shocked to learn that their presence in Florida City in 1962 was more than a temporary 

derailment of their regular lives in Cuba.”158 

Although the priest does not refer specifically to Fidel Castro, the documentary 

does not hesitate to assign blame to the Cuban leader for the circumstances under which 

the children have been brought to the United States. “Why would your parents do this?” 

the narrator posits. “Castro.” Acknowledging that many of the immigrant children were 

offered minimal explanation from their parents for their departure from Cuba, the 

documentary’s narrator again attributes their exile to circumstances in Cuba, specifically 

the educational system. “Children don’t think that what they are taught in school makes 

any difference to what they resolve to be,” he observes, “but parents know better. And in 

Cuba when they saw they were teaching strange things to children they became 

frightened. That’s the main reason they sent you here.”159  

                                                
156 The Lost Apple. Directed by David Susskind. U.S. Information Agency, 1963. 
157 The Lost Apple. 
158 Triay, 81.  
159 The Lost Apple. 
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If the news reports from the early 1960s leave any doubts regarding the U.S. 

Government’s intention to manipulate the discourse surrounding Operation Pedro Pan in 

order to influence the American public and the Pedro Panes’ reading of their own 

migration story, The Lost Apple is a convincing counterpoint. The short film reveals that 

the Pedro Panes would not only spend their time in exile as child refugees, but also as 

students educated by prevailing American attitudes towards communism. 
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Chapter 4: Pedro Panes in Contemporary Media 

 Raised with U.S. Cold War rhetoric, the Pedro Panes are as present in the media 

today as they were as children in the early 1960s. While the Cuban immigrant children of 

the 1960s were used as media pawns to justify hard-line U.S. policies towards the Cuban 

Government, today the adult Pedro Panes use both social and traditional media outlets to 

advertise their version of the story of their immigration to the United States, and to 

continue to advance a Cold War agenda concerning the Castro regime.  

THE MIAMI HERALD OPERATION PEDRO PAN DATABASE 

In May of 2009, the Miami Herald launched a Facebook-styled database at 

MiamiHerald.com/PedroPan to provide an online space in which the men and women 

who immigrated through Operation Pedro Pan could reconnect with one another and 

record their own personal experiences with the program. The database was first 

introduced at Cuba Nostalgia,160 an annual community celebration in Miami that is 

advertised as “the premier Cuban event outside of Cuba” and “a journey back in time for 

those who remember the island’s glamorous times – and for those who never experienced 

them.”161 The database provides the arrival information for all of the Pedro Panes whose 

names were recorded in an airport log maintained by Jorge Guarch, a Church employee 

who greeted many of the children upon their arrival at Miami International Airport.  

The Operation Pedro Pan database serves many purposes. On its face, the 

database facilitates nation-wide and international communication among Pedro Panes. As 

                                                
160 Luisa Yanez, “Cubans reconnect with past through Pedro Pan database,” Miami Herald, May 17, 2009, 
accessed March 15, 2011, http://www.miamiherald.com/2009/05/17/1053424/cubans-reconnect-with-past-
through.html. 
161 “Cuba Nostalgia,” accessed May 2, 2011, http://www.cubanostalgia.org/index_english.htm. 
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the homepage indicates, the intention of the Operation Pedro Pan online network is to 

enable the men and women of Operation Pedro Pan to “connect with family, friends, and 

fellow Pedro Pan children around the world…[the] goal is to unite people and create a 

website to preserve the memories of those who made the journey on those flights.”162 The 

stated purpose of the database, then, is to memorialize the covert endeavor.  

Significantly, the news articles featured on the homepage uncritically pay tribute 

to the exodus and inform the page-viewer’s reading of the event, which is intended to be 

favorable. Titles such as “Operation Pedro Pan, Cuban parents’ agonizing decision saved 

thousands”, “For Juan Pujol, suffering of separation during Pedro Pan was for the best”, 

and “Pedro Pan was born of fear, human instinct to protect children” market one 

perspective only: that Operation Pedro Pan was the best outcome for Cuban children 

during the revolution, and that the children were “saved” by coming to the United States. 

In addition to memorializing the covert exodus of Cuban children, the Herald 

database makes knowledge of the Operation Pedro Pan experience readily available to 

younger, web-saavy generations of Cuban Americans through a familiar medium in 

which they can access stories and personal anecdotes. By utilizing the database, younger 

generations of Cuban Americans can absorb the political attitudes of the men and women 

who participated in this wave of immigration. These political attitudes are unmistakable 

in the rhetoric used to describe Operation Pedro Pan to any family members or visitors 

who arrive at the site and click on the “FAQ: What is Operation Pedro Pan?” The answer 

provided is: “14,048 frightened youngsters. That’s the number sent ahead to the United 

                                                
162 “Operation Pedro Pan,” Miami Herald. http://www.miamiherald.com/pedropan/. 
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States nearly 50 year ago by desperate parents convinced Fidel Castro’s violent wave of 

Communism would ensnare their children.” It is also referred to as a “historic escape.”163 

As of April 19, 2011, traffic on the Miami Herald Operation Pedro Pan database 

included 2,963,065 pages viewed, 115,175 users, and 1,510 registered Pedro Panes.164  

Within three weeks of the database’s launch, it had received 250,000 visitors.165 Because 

of this database and the news coverage of Pedro Panes, the 14,000+ Cuban men and 

women who arrived through the Catholic Welfare Bureau endeavor are arguably the most 

visible segment of the Cuban American exile community in the United States. The entire 

community can appropriate their orderly, concise migration story for political purposes.  

NEWS COVERAGE OF OPERATION PEDRO PAN REUNIONS  

 Pedro Panes hold a reserved place in the media spotlight not only because of this 

extensive database, but also because of their activism in Miami that prompts news 

coverage of events and activities. In November 2010, approximately 200 Pedro Panes 

reunited in Miami to tour the Catholic Welfare Bureau camps that housed them and many 

of their peers before they were relocated to foster homes throughout the United States.166 

Through the media coverage surrounding these events, the Pedro Panes have an 

opportunity to give public testimony regarding their experiences and offer disparaging 

remarks regarding the Cuban Government. Describing his time with his “brothers” from 

Camp Matecumbe in a Miami Herald report of the reunion, Pedro Pan Andres Garcia 

Fernandez says that his group was not “an army of military strength” but rather “…an 
                                                
163 “The network for Operation Pedro Pan: Getting Started/Frequently Asked Questions,” Miami Herald, 
accessed April 19, 2011, http://www.miamiherald.com/cgi-bin/pedropan/faq#whatispp. 
164 “The network for Operation Pedro Pan,” Miami Herald, accessed April 19, 2011, 
http://www.miamiherald.com/cgi-bin/pedropan/faq.  
165 “Statue of late ‘father’ of Pedro Pan unveiled,” Miami Herald, June 7, 2009, accessed April 19, 2011, 
http://www.miamiherald.com/2009/06/06/1085409/statue-of-late-father-of-pedro.html. 
166 Luisa Yanez, “Pedro Pan children tour former camps,” Miami Herald, November 13, 2010, accessed 
March 15, 2011, http://www.miamiherald.com/2010/11/13/1923367/pedro-pan-children-tour-former.html. 
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army of conscience – a conscience towards dignity, towards civil rights, towards equality, 

towards personal freedom,”167 implying that Cuba offered none of these. 

 An AP story republished by Fox News recounts the same November 2010 reunion 

and attempts to evoke similar sympathy for the Pedro Panes. Filled with an assortment of 

factual errors, the story highlights the plight of Mercedes Argiz, a young Cuban woman 

who arrived in Miami at age 13 after the Cuban Government selected her to travel to 

Russia to continue her studies.168 Significantly, Argiz’s comment follows another 

anecdote she offers about an occasion in which she is asked to substitute the name of 

Fidel Castro for God when giving acknowledgements during a public celebration 

marking the end of the school year. Pairing Argiz’s two comments, the implication for 

the reader is that she has been identified as a counterrevolutionary and would have no 

choice in the decision of going to Russia. Interviewed by reporters, another Pedro Pan, 

Julio A. Martinez, indicated that he “is ever grateful to the U.S. for giving him the chance 

to remake his life and raise his two daughters and grandchildren.”169  

 Re-connecting with the help of the Herald database, Pedro Panes in Central 

Florida organized a 50th anniversary reunion in March 2010 that was covered by the 

Orlando Sentinel and featured comments on the children’s exodus from former U.S. 

Senator (and Pedro Pan) Mel Martínez. Martínez, one of a finite number of Pedro Panes 

who had the opportunity to reunite with family upon his mother’s arrival in the United 

States, said publicly of Operation Pedro Pan, “it’s a remarkable story of parents trying to 

                                                
167 Luisa Yanez, “Pedro Pan children tour former camps.”  
168 As Román de la Campa explains in Cuba On My Mind: Journeys to a Severed Nation, many parents 
feared that their children “…would be secretly recruited and sent away to foreign training camps for 
communist cadres without their consent. Rumors proliferated about sinister schools in Russia and 
Czechoslovakia as the probable destiny…”(p 37).  
169 “Pedro Pan flight veterans mark 50th anniversary,” FoxNews.com, November 12, 2010, accessed March 
15, 2011, http://www.foxnews.com/us/2010/11/12/pedro-plan-flight-veterans-mark-th-anniversary/. 
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send their children to freedom and the desperation they felt…”170 Martínez, then, 

similarly frames the Operation Pedro Pan experience using the Cold War rhetoric of 

liberation from communism.  

Another Pedro Pan attending the Central Florida reunion, Justo A. Martínez, 

acknowledges that the reunion provides a space in which each Pedro Pan can examine his 

or her experience or “story” in conversation with the stories of his or her Pedro Pan peers. 

That is to say, together the Pedro Panes can draw unified conclusions regarding the larger 

significance of the endeavor that brought them to the United States. “Despite our success 

in this country,” Martínez admits, “every Pedro Pan refugee asks himself, ‘Was it the 

right decision?’ I think it was…it was an act of desperation and unselfishness on our 

parents’ part.”171   

 While the reunion itself was a private engagement, advanced news coverage of 

this Operation Pedro Pan reunion told a success story of child refugees who overcame 

profound cultural obstacles and rapidly adjusted to life in the United States. Former U.S. 

Senator Martínez acknowledged that the ongoing public attention given to the oral and 

written accounts of Operation Pedro Pan is indeed purpose-oriented. The preservation of 

Operation Pedro Pan stories is undertaken so that “…the next generation of Cuban-

Americans [knows] what their parents went through to live in the U.S.”172 Both written 

stories and media, then, become a venue for the passage of cultural history featuring 

politicized perspectives on the covert endeavor that influence younger generations.  

                                                
170 Victor Manuel Ramos, “Orlando-area reunion will reflect on Operation Pedro Pan,” Orlando Sentinel, 
March 4, 2010, accessed May 3, 2011, http://articles.orlandosentinel.com/.  
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OPERATION PEDRO PAN GROUP, INC. AND FORMAL COMMEMORATIVE EVENTS 

 Contemporary media coverage of Operation Pedro Pan extends not only to nation-

wide reunions, but also to formal events commemorating Operation Pedro Pan and 

educating the public on what was formerly a little-known chapter in the history of Cuban 

immigration to the United States. Many of the events that successfully draw media 

coverage are those that have been organized and sponsored by the Operation Pedro Pan 

Group, Inc., headquartered in Coral Gables, Florida. While the frequent commemorative 

events are too numerous to profile in this report, it is worth mentioning that the events 

provide a public opportunity for Pedro Panes to dictate the rhetoric surrounding the 

Operation Pedro Pan immigration.  

 In an October 2005 presentation on Operation Pedro Pan at the National Archives 

in Washington, D.C., arranged and moderated by prominent Miami Pedro Pan Elly 

Vilano Chovel, Robert Chu of the National Archives noted that Operation Pedro Pan 

represented the largest reported exodus of unaccompanied children in the Western 

Hemisphere. In his own words, however, he added that the event held “a magical aspect.” 

“You’ve got Peter Pan,” he observed, “you’ve got the notion of flying, you’ve got…the 

most precious treasures, our children.” His comments were followed shortly thereafter by 

Elly Chovel, who – referring to Fr. Bryan Walsh and James Baker - said of Operation 

Pedro Pan, “if it hadn’t been for two wonderful human beings, it would not have 

happened.”173 Chu and Chovel’s comments to the D.C. audience frame the children’s 

exodus as a positive, magical experience. Chovel presumes to speak for the Operation 

Pedro Pan community before the audience in framing the exodus as a beneficial 

experience when stating her gratitude that the endeavor was successful.  

                                                
173 “Operation Pedro Pan,” (presentation, National Archives, Washington, D.C., October 27, 2005). 
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 Approaching the 50th anniversary of the Operation Pedro Pan exodus, in June 

2009, a commemorative statue of Operation Pedro Pan architect Monsignor Bryan Walsh 

was unveiled in Children’s Village-Boystown in southeast Miami-Dade County. The 

funds to create the statue were provided by Operation Pedro Pan Group, Inc., a non-profit 

charitable organization administered by men and women who arrived in the United States 

through Operation Pedro Pan. The Group’s stated mission is “to sponsor, aid, assist and 

promote programs that benefit children in need. This includes children without parents 

(unaccompanied minors) and the needy, regardless of race, creed, color and religion.”174  

Addressing the statue’s purpose and location in Children’s Village, a home to 

undocumented youths, Operation Pedro Pan Group175 director Carmen Romanach 

commented, “we wanted to honor the memory of Monsignor Walsh for all he did for us 

back then and we think there is no better place than the Children’s Village, which is 

home to children who are in a similar circumstance.”176 By casting Monsignor Walsh as a 

heroic figure, the Group is able to not only gather public attention towards the Operation 

Pedro Pan exodus through the circumstances of the young immigrants in Boystown, but 

also to draw comparisons between the children served by Children’s Village and the men 

and women - the former children - of Operation Pedro Pan. With the statue’s strategic 

placement, the organization effectively represents the emigration as one that was 

humanitarian in nature, distancing the endeavor from the meaningful political context in 

which it occurred. 
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In January 2011, the Holocaust Museum and Education Center of Southwest 

Florida hosted a presentation on Operation Pedro Pan featuring Carmen Romanach and 

Pedro Pan Marcos Kerbel, who spoke about their own experiences in the program as a 

young Cuban Catholic and young Cuban Jew.177 The significance of the location of the 

January 2011 presentation is that it invites the public to draw historic parallels between 

the nearly 10,000 Jewish children whose lives were saved from the genocide of the 

Holocaust through the Kindertransporte178 and the 14,000 Cuban children ideologically 

“saved” from Cuban communism in the early 1960s. The memorialized space in which 

the presentation was given offers no opportunity for an alternative reading of the Pedro 

Pan exodus as something other than a removal in the children’s best interest.179  

In March of 2011, the Operation Pedro Pan Group, Inc. gave a commemorative 

Operation Pedro Pan presentation at the Cuban Heritage Collection housed at the 

University of Miami. The event was publicized as one of a series of cultural and historic 

productions to take place during “the Week of Cuban Culture” organized by La 

Federación de Estudiantes Cubanos (FEC, or Federation of Cuban Students) from March 

6th-12th.180 As a visiting academic entering an educational institution, I was struck by the 

one-sided nature of the oral presentation, the consensus-like assessment of social 
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conditions in Cuba by featured panelists, and the infrequent use of intellectual research 

on the subject of Operation Pedro Pan in the PowerPoint presentation.  

One panelist and Pedro Pan was invited to comment on the historical events 

leading up to Operation Pedro Pan. She was selective with the historic markers that she 

chose to highlight and offered generalized assertions about the government’s measures 

affecting civilians. One particular slide accompanying her oral presentation offered 

vaguely that the Cuban government “abolished individual liberties”; photographs 

showing imprisoned Cubans were used to justify her statement without a discussion of 

the abolition of liberties. Discussing the Cuban Government’s Literacy Campaigns of 

1961, she editorially commented that Cuban youth were sent into rural regions of the 

country “without adequate supervision.”181 

As the same panelist spoke of the “establishment of a communist regime” in Cuba 

during her commentary, the PowerPoint screen flashed an image of the popular Tom 

Burns threadless tees t-shirt “The Communist Party”, in which the unmistakable figure of 

Fidel Castro and four other historic communist leaders are having a party, donning party 

hats and – in one case - a lampshade.182 In addition to diminishing the authoritative nature 

of the speaker’s comments, the image of the comic t-shirt became a visually rhetorical 

tool intended to mock Fidel Castro and in doing so, symbolically undermine the Cuban 

Government. Overall, the event offered very little authoritative information to the public 

regarding the operation itself, save for personal anecdotes that were shared by panelists.  

The presentation prompted little critical feedback from the audience, which 

mostly consisted of Pedro Panes and students from the FEC. Many of these vocally 
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concurred with the sentiments expressed by the speakers and panelists. One audience 

member expressed his view that communism resulted in “the complete breakdown of the 

family.” The absence of critical engagement was surprising given that the presentation 

was a student-oriented function.  

The Pedro Pan Exodus Presentation reinforced what other public events 

surrounding Operation Pedro Pan have demonstrated. Namely, that the media-active 

Pedro Panes appear to be less motivated by a desire to educate the general populace and 

younger generations of Cuban Americans on the context of this historic covert endeavor. 

Instead, they appear to be more inclined to use public venues as a platform to utilize Cold 

War rhetoric in order to communicate political attitudes concerning the Cuban 

Government.  

THE RHETORIC OF OPERATION PEDRO PAN IN CONTEMPORARY VISUAL MEDIA 

While the Operation Pedro Pan experience continues to be communicated through 

media coverage of reunions and formal events commemorating the historic children’s 

exodus, the subject of the covert Cold War endeavor has recently re-emerged in 

mainstream television and emerging social media spaces.  

Still Escaping: the CNBC Documentary 

In May of 2010, CNBC aired a controversial original documentary on Operation 

Pedro Pan entitled “Escape from Havana: An American Story.” The production profiles 

six accomplished men and women of Operation Pedro Pan who, CNBC contends, 

“[overcame] profound obstacles on their way to the American dream.”183 Three of the six 

featured Pedro Panes include novelist Carlos Eire, political scientist María de los Angeles 
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Torres, and Silvia Wilhelm, the Founder and Executive Director of Cuba Puentes, an 

organization founded during the Clinton administration that promotes “purposeful travel 

to Cuba” with the idea of people to people exchanges.184 The CNBC website that markets 

“Escape from Havana” offers a snapshot of each Pedro Pan featured in the documentary, 

accompanied by a snippet of information on the life of the Pedro Pan, as well as a 

quotation from his or her respective documentary segment intended to draw a dismal 

picture of life in Revolutionary Cuba.   

Within days of the documentary’s debut on May 27, 2010, several journalists and 

bloggers registered dissatisfaction with the production and offered a variety of criticisms 

indicative of the authors’ respective political positions towards Fidel Castro, the Cuban 

Government, and U.S. policy towards Cuba. One angry blogger, outraged by one of the 

producer’s choices of featured Pedro Panes, María de los Angeles Torres, entitled his 

post “Useful Idiots: In ‘Peter Pan’ Special on Cuban-Americans, CNBC Falls Victim to 

Castroite Propaganda.”185 In two successive opinion pieces, a former Pedro Pan writing 

for the Orlando Republican Examiner accused CNBC of misrepresentation and lamented 

that the station “…[used] the experiences of [the] Cuban children…as a vehicle to 

promote [its] political views in less than subtle ways.”186 The Operation Pedro Pan 

Group, Inc. responded to CNBC’s presentation with an open letter to the company that 

was published on the Group’s website on June 15th and later rebutted by CNBC in a 

Miami Herald editorial on June 20th.  
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Central to the concerns expressed in the OPPG’s letter was the documentary’s 

indictment of the CIA as the party officially responsible for the exodus, having 

propagated a rumor in the island that the Cuban government intended to remove children 

from their homes in violation of their patria potestad, or parental rights. In the letter, 

OPPG went on to attribute culpability to the Cuban Government, which, the Group wrote, 

“…sought to move quickly to exercise absolute control by…ruthless elimination” and 

“…set out to create a new political culture, one in which children were to be assigned a 

critical role.”187 In reply, CNBC defended its presentation, arguing that the OPPG was 

“ignor[ing] the great extent to which [CNBC] conveyed the stark realities under the 

Castro regime…that also played a role in parents’ decisions to send their children 

alone…” Nonetheless, CNBC concluded that ultimately, “it would have been a great 

disservice to the truth to omit the fact that the U.S. government attempted to stoke the 

fears of parents on the island.”188 

The reaction from the Operation Pedro Pan Group, Inc. can be easily interpreted 

as the Pedro Panes’ resistance to being portrayed as child Cold War pawns in the CNBC 

documentary. It can also be perceived, sympathetically so, as a rejection of the suggested 

role of the United States Government in needlessly bringing about their exile. In recent 

years, scholars have debated the respective roles of the Cuban and U.S. Governments in 

enabling the children’s exodus and have sought to assign responsibility for the initiative. 

Efforts to reveal several crucial details regarding the exodus have been stymied in part by 

the refusal of the CIA to declassify nearly 1,500 documents that might attribute the 

operation in part to U.S. officials. 

                                                
187 “The Pedro Pan organization responds to CNBC,” Babalú Blog, June 18, 2010, accessed May 6, 2011, 
http://babalublog.com/wpr/wp-content/uploads/2010/06/Pedro-Pan-Response-to-CNBC.pdf. 
188 “CNBC rebuts response to Pedro Pan documentary,” Miami Herald, June 20, 2010, accessed May 6, 
2011, http://www.miamiherald.com/. 
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The existence of the CNBC documentary itself, however, is testimony to the 

extent to which Cuban men and women from Operation Pedro Pan have historically 

played critical roles in justifying Washington’s efforts to defeat communism and 

dismantle the Castro regime. The title of the documentary is indicative of how the 

Operation Pedro Pan story continues to be publicly used as a justification for U.S. foreign 

policy towards the Cuban government. The use of the word “escape” in the title is 

consistent with American rhetoric on the Cuban nation as an imprisoned people both 

politically and economically. Interestingly, the story of the Pedro Pans is, according to 

the title, an “American” story, a title that has proprietary implications. Who decided that 

the Pedro Pan exodus is an “American” story, and do the Pedro Panes think that it’s an 

“American” story? If indeed the United States can take ownership of this historic exodus 

of Cuban children, what are the implications of this documentary title on Washington’s 

role in misinforming Cuban parents in the early days of the Cuban Revolution? 

Pedro Panes, Social Media, and Blogs 

The former children of Operation Pedro Pan are politically active today through 

strategic use of social and visual media. The Operation Pedro Pan Group, Inc. has an 

active Facebook page to highlight noteworthy achievements of Pedro Panes and to 

advertise for upcoming events. As of May 5, 2011, current posts on the OPPG Facebook 

“wall” include photos from a Pedro Pan reunion picnic, a post from a Pedro Pan “fan” of 

the OPPG page,189 and an announcement for a school presentation of The Red Umbrella 

in a Kissimmee, Florida school on May 4, 2011. In response to the Kissimmee event, an 

OPPG group member, Susy Rodriguez, posted a message stating: 

                                                
189 The post states, “Today is the anniversary of my coming to the United States of America. Thank you 
Lord and thank you Mami y Papi for having the courage to send me by myself and a big thanks to 
Operation Pedro Pan Group, Inc.” 
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The children were in awe and asked many interesting questions. At the 

evening event, approx 150 adults and children attended and listened very 

interested to our story. Several Pedro Pans were also in attendance. Thank 

you, Carmen and Guillermo for providing us the power point presentation! 

The true story of Operation Pedro Pan is getting around!190  

 

Susy’s comment reaffirms the interest of Pedro Panes not only in communicating the 

history of Operation Pedro Pan to children, but also in marketing what they perceive to be 

the “true” story of their immigration. In this example, both Facebook and Gonzalez’s The 

Red Umbrella facilitate the influential dissemination of the Pedro Pan perspective to 

younger readers.  

In addition to the OPPG’s Facebook page, the Pedro Panes’ online presence also 

includes blog postings on the subject of Operation Pedro Pan. One prominent blog is 

Babalú Blog, “an island on the net without a bearded dictator,” which recently featured 

three separate postings referencing the Operation Pedro Pan experience.  

Notably, one of the Babalú blog postings consisted of a re-post of a blog entry 

written by the comedian and infamous Tea Party activist Victoria Jackson. Jackson’s 

political posturing included a public statement at an April 2010 Tea Party Express Tax 

Rally drawing parallels between the “freedom[s] disappearing” from American society 

under the Obama administration and those that disappeared in Cuban society at the onset 

of the Cuban Revolution. A famous Pedro Pan was in attendance at the event, and his 

recorded testimony of his own experience as a young Cuban immigrant was utilized by 

                                                
190 Operation Pedro Pan Group, Inc.’s Facebook page, accessed May 5, 2011, 
http://www.facebook.com/OPPGI. 
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Jackson to further reinforce her political messaging.191 While a thorough examination of 

literature, film, and contemporary media in this report indicates that Pedro Panes utilize 

Cold War rhetoric to accomplish a policy agenda concerning U.S. foreign policy towards 

Cuba and not a domestic agenda, the Jackson incident reveals the inherently political 

nature of the Pedro Panes’ agenda. 
 

                                                
191 “Operation Pedro Pan meets Tea Party,” Babalú Blog, May 5, 2010, accessed May 6, 2011, 
http://babalublog.com/2010/05/operation-pedro-pan-meets-tea-parties/. 
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Chapter 5: Implications and Concluding Observations 

 In Learning to Die in Miami: Confessions of a Refugee Boy, Carlos Eire’s young 

protagonist laments his feelings of solitude and isolation as a Cuban child in the United 

States who has lost his home – both nation and family. He questions, “To whom did we 

really belong? To whom did any of the ten thousand of us who were stranded belong?” 

Despite the profound and lasting impact of this separation on the boy, he adheres to a 

belief, shared by his parents, that a life in the United States represents the best possible 

outcome for his future. “Our parents had gambled and lost,” he admits, “but most of them 

never regretted the wager. Better that their children be alone in the United States than 

with them in that tropical hell, or somewhere behind the Iron Curtain. That’s the way our 

parents saw it, and the way most of us kids saw it too.” 192 

In this report, I have demonstrated that the above-referenced perspectives 

expressed in Eire’s novel represent prevailing attitudes espoused by Pedro Panes when 

assessing the outcome of their arrival in the United States through Operation Pedro Pan. 

While Pedro Panes often acknowledge the irreparable loss of familial affinity when, in 

many instances, family members in Cuba were unable to reunite with them in the United 

States, many affirm that the separation was a necessary sacrifice to ensure their political 

freedom outside of Cuba. That is to say, the benefit of their removal from communist 

Cuban society held greater weight than the private cost of separation – a separation 

believed to be temporary at the time. “Given what Cuba’s middle class believed,” Victor 

Andres Triay explains, “sending their children to the United States when they were 

presented with the means seemed rational.” Therefore, “when the choice became losing 

                                                
192 Eire, Learning to Die in Miami, 116. 
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their children permanently to Communism or temporarily to friends, relatives, or a 

religious organization in the United States, the parents of 14,048 children chose the 

latter.”193 

While social and educational initiatives undertaken by the Cuban Government to 

involve Cuban youth in the revolution convinced many Cuban parents that the Cuban 

Government would assume authority over their children, the CIA was instrumental in 

perpetuating rumors confirming the supposed loss of parental authority and the probable 

future awaiting Cuban children as students behind the Iron Curtain. Brought to the United 

States as refugees, the Pedro Pan children could (and did) serve as ideological pawns in 

the hands of the U.S. Government in order to leverage the U.S. political posture 

concerning Cuba and communism before the American public. Ultimately, the United 

States posited, the removal of children and subsequent upheaval in Cuban society would 

prompt a “grass-roots” overthrow of the Castro regime and create an environment for 

democracy prohibitive of communism. 

The U.S. hoped-for counterrevolution with the aim of accomplishing democracy 

was not successful in Cuba in the early 1960s, nor has it been successful today despite the 

sociopolitical environments conducive to change that have emerged in both Cuban and 

U.S. societies and governments. As a unique, visible, and empathetic segment of the 

larger Cuban American community, Pedro Panes have had a strong role in the 

maintenance of the status quo concerning U.S. Cuba policy and the failure to garner 

support for U.S. legislative initiatives that would open doorways to democracy. While 

coming of age in the United States, the Pedro Panes learned to interpret their immigration 

experience through the rhetorical lens of the U.S. Cold War media and adopted the hard-

                                                
193 Triay, 10.  
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line political attitudes they now proffer to the American (and Cuban American) public 

today through contemporary media.  

Through the use of traditional, non-traditional, and social media opportunities, 

Pedro Panes advertise a version of the Operation Pedro Pan story that often incorporates 

Cold War rhetoric, claims Cuban responsibility for the migration of the 14,048 

unaccompanied minors, and obscures the role of the U.S. Government in facilitating the 

exodus. Through their political organization, activism, and media coverage, particularly 

in South Florida, Pedro Panes serve as a highly visible tool to increase anti-Cuban 

sentiment among American voters. The political stance of many visible Pedro Panes 

serves to reinforce the platforms of many politicians who justify conservative attitudes 

towards an improvement in U.S.-Cuban diplomatic relations.  

In “Cuba in Transition: The Role of External Actors,” Marifeli Pérez-Stable 

rightfully concludes that “U.S. policy toward Cuba cannot change without some support 

in the Cuban American community.”194 However, the results of a 2007 Florida 

International University poll of the Cuban American community in South Florida reveal 

that the desire for a change in U.S. policy does exist among Cuban exiles in Florida. 

More than half of the survey’s respondents agreed that “the United States should allow 

unrestricted travel to Cuba,” and 42% opposed the U.S. trade embargo. Significantly, 

opposition to the embargo in the 2007 poll increased by 8% from the previous survey 

presented in 2004.195 While public opinion is trending towards favoring a thaw in U.S.-

Cuban relations that may open the door to democracy in Cuba, the Pedro Panes continue 

to influence the political perspectives of those who have the power to direct policy as 

voters. 

                                                
194 Pérez-Stable, 127.  
195 Ibid, 128. 
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Using the events surrounding Operation Pedro Pan as a case study, in this report I 

have assessed the impact of American Cold War rhetoric from the 1960s on 

contemporary U.S. foreign policy towards Cuba. At that time, the children of Operation 

Pedro Pan were used as political pawns to enhance popular American sentiment against 

the Castro Government and the Cuban Revolution. Today, the Pedro Panes lack complete 

information regarding the influential actors in their removal from Cuba due to the failure 

of pertinent organizations, particularly the CIA, to disclose certain documentation that 

would implicate the U.S. Government in the children’s fate.  

A co-architect of Operation Pedro Pan with the Catholic Welfare Bureau in 

Miami, the U.S. Government enabled the covert removal of Cuban children as a strategy 

for undermining the Cuban political and economic system with the objective of installing 

democracy in Cuba. Today, the consequence of U.S. Cold War involvement in Operation 

Pedro Pan is the status quo where Cuba and the Castros are concerned. The Pedro Panes’ 

childhood removal was intended to accomplish democracy in Cuba. Without a balanced 

context for their immigration experience, however, Pedro Panes will continue to make 

use of U.S. Cold War rhetoric to influence voter perspectives and prevent the same 

democratization in Cuba in the 21st century that their removal was intended to accomplish 

during the Cold War.  
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